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Abstract

The availability of healthcare data and advancements in computing technologies have enabled

access to knowledge from a plethora of sources. Artificial intelligence (AI) plays an important

role in knowledge acquisition and intelligent decision-making. The AI-based systems evaluate

annotated patient data to identify and learn the human experts’ decision-making heuristics. The

intelligence of these systems is primarily dependent on the data used for knowledge acquisition.

Huge data covering diverse aspects leads to more accurate knowledge acquisition. However, most

of the clinical data is stored in unstructured textual format which cannot be directly processed

by machines for knowledge extraction. Natural language processing (NLP) provides a way to

extract meaningful information from texts, which is a tedious task for human beings to process

the plethora of textual documents. The existing NLP applications for healthcare services focus

on individual tasks such as text classification, clinical concept extraction, or relation extraction

which have achieved great success in the individual task. However, there is an utmost need for an

end-to-end methodology to extract executable knowledge from the plethora of clinical textual data

so that the acquired knowledge can assist clinical decisions and improve healthcare quality.

This dissertation proposes and investigates the creation, application, and evolution of a knowl-

edge extraction methodology in the clinical domain. Using state-of-the-art modular solutions, a

novel knowledge processing pipeline transforms unstructured clinical text into production rules.

First, input clinical text is cleaned and classified to produce a set of recommendation and non-

recommendation sentences. This classification is performed using a combination of statically

defined, expert-sourced, and probabilistically determined, data-sourced patterns. Next, the set

of recommendation sentences is processed to extract clinical concepts and identify the syntac-

tic relationship between them. The disjoint union of concepts and their inter-relationships forms
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knowledge triples which act as the atomic source for further processing. Using active transfer

learning, this knowledge base is built and evolved to accurately identify clinical causes and their

effects. Finally, triples are transformed into production rules to support transparency and an expert

validation of the knowledge bases.

The combination of expert-driven and data-driven patterns in the first module of the proposed

pipeline achieved an accuracy of 76.92% for asthma, 85.32% for rhinosinusitis, and 92.07% for

hypertension guidelines. The experimental results show our text classification module significantly

outperforms the expert-driven pattern by 1.97%, 0.69%, 2.91%, and data-driven (Decision tree)

patterns by -4.8%, 2.93%, and 8.38% on Asthma, Rhinosinusitis, and Hypertension guidelines,

respectively. In the next step, the SemEval training dataset was used for causal triple learning, its

test part for threshold selection, Asian Bayesian network, and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) datasets

for evolving the causal identification model. The application of active learning on the set of causal

sentences in the newly built model improved its performance in terms of F1 score, which increased

by a factor of six percentage points after the first iteration and one percentage point after the second

iteration. In comparison to the previously existing solutions, this methodology outperformed by

1.11 percentage points. Finally, the evaluation of value extraction for causal concepts achieved an

accuracy of 91.55% for the hypertension guidelines. The proposed knowledge extraction pipeline

is able to achieve the aforementioned objectives, thereby providing a sound realization of unstruc-

tured data to knowledge transformation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Technological advancements have greatly influenced the healthcare industry by enhancing its

reach to a wider population pool and augmenting clinical practices with state-of-the-art research.

The advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology of the current era is working alongside human

experts in assisting clinical decision-making and improving healthcare deliveries [1]. The intelli-

gence of AI systems is primarily acquired from data of the domain. The amount of healthcare data

is tremendously increasing over time [2]. Approximately 80% of healthcare data is stored in ma-

chine non-understandable (unstructured) format. Manual processing of this valuable clinical data

is a challenging and resource-intensive task, especially in the time-critical clinical scenario [3].

Therefore, this dissertation investigates an automatic clinical text processing methodology for

knowledge acquisition. In particular, this research investigates three essential aspects of knowl-

edge acquisition, including distinguishing valuable content from the background information via

text classification, clinical concepts and their relation extraction using causality mining technique,

and executable knowledge creation from the extracted concept with their relations. In this way, a

significant amount of physicians’ time and burden can be reduced and the acquired knowledge can

improve the intelligence of AI systems in assisting clinical decisions as well as human experts for

providing informed decisions.

1.1 Motivation

Healthcare service providers required various background knowledge for making clinical deci-

sions [4]. Among all, three types of knowledge are compulsory, including general medical knowl-

edge, patient profile information, and medical procedures [5, 6]. As shown in Figure 1.1, general

medical knowledge deals with disease information, their symptoms, and available medications
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

for treating these diseases. Profile data provides patient-related information such as disease his-

tory, allergy, family history, and others which helps in the diagnosis, treatment, and prescribing

follow-up plans. While medical procedures define what action and procedure should be followed

in various conditions. Medical procedures are described in various clinical documents such as

Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG), previous practices reported in clinical notes, clinical proto-

cols, online research articles, usually written in unstructured textual format. The number of these

documents is increasing at an enormous rate [7]. Over 35,000 CPGs are index by PubMed1 with

over 1500 appearing every year [8]. Similarly, the number of clinical notes and clinical findings

are approaching beyond human capacity. These documents have various challenges, namely gram-

matical errors, spelling mistakes, use of domain-specific abbreviations, and negation expressions,

among others [9]. The free text format of these documents and in-built challenges make it difficult

to process, resulting in the under-utilization of these valuable knowledge sources [10]. Thus, the

latest knowledge remains limited to documents without affecting real practices leading to a huge

gap between research findings and real practices. This gap needs to be eliminated by the latest AI

technology assistance to reduce physicians’ burden, mitigate processing costs, save their time, and

improve healthcare services by providing the best possible practices.

Digital evolution in the last century has greatly accelerated innovations and accomplished

remarkable achievements in numerous domains. In particular, the healthcare domain has attracted

a multitude of researchers to supplement AI base solutions for providing the right services at

right time [11]. The precious information buried in the healthcare system as free text exhibits

itself as a leading contender for Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. NLP aims

to effectively complete tasks concerning natural language by enabling machines to understand

and process written languages in words, sentences, or paragraphs [12]. Early NLP applications

were mostly inclined towards machine translation applications to translate text from one language

to another through direct content mapping [13]. The dictionary and hand-crafted rule-based NLP

processing were enhanced with machine learning (ML) to better understand and process the natural

language text. The latest AI based NLP solutions such as BERT [14] has already revolutionized

natural language processing by providing state-of-the-art applications. This revolution needs to
1https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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Figure 1.1: Types of knowledge required for making clinical decisions

strengthen the clinical domain by effectively processing the plethora of available clinical text for

information and knowledge extraction and assists healthcare service providers in making clinical

decisions.

The accomplishments of AI technologies and the increasing number of challenging free-text

documents motivate a specialized NLP-based solution for automatic processing of the plethora of

clinical documents for meaningful information and knowledge extraction. This thesis provides

an end-to-end solution for processing the challenging nature of clinical documents for valuable

information and knowledge acquisition. The acquired knowledge can be used to enhance human

experts’ expertise as well as in automated systems such as Clinical Decision Support Systems

(CDSS) for assisting clinical decisions. Thus, it bridges the gap between clinical research that

resides inside clinical documents and real practices. The proposed solution will enormously reduce

the document processing time, effort, and cost of the clinical experts leads to healthcare quality

improvements.
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1.2 Problem Statement

Clinical text such as clinical practice guidelines, clinical notes, discharge summaries, etc. with-

holds implicit knowledge [15], which provides a rich source for applying and enhancing clinical

practices [16, 17]. These documents describe disease-specific process flows, patients’ summaries,

medical decisions, and medication details, which provide the necessary ingredients for dealing

with a wide variety of medical situations [18,19]. However, knowledge acquisition remains a prob-

lem due to the complex nature of these documents. It aggregates background information along

with disease-specific information. Also, the extraction of clinical entities and their relationships is

an open problem despite enormous research efforts [20]. Identification of a machine-readable rep-

resentation of this knowledge necessitates a stable, scalable, and semi-automatic mechanism. To

design an effective text mining methodology for machine-understandable knowledge acquisition,

the following research questions must be answered:

1. How to distinguish between recommendation and non-recommendation content in the clin-

ical text? Clinical text classification is an essential step of clinical text mining with a signif-

icant effect on subsequent steps. It aims to identify patient-related information, symptoms,

lab tests, diagnosis, treatments, follow-up, and clinical procedures relevant text while fil-

tering out irrelevant contents. Clinical text classification is an exception and challenging

task because it requires a large amount of domain knowledge [21]. Erroneous classification

of recommendation contents results in incomplete knowledge acquisition while classify-

ing non-recommendation text as recommendation leads to incorrect knowledge acquisition

and ultimately inappropriate decisions. Therefore, this dissertation explored diverse tech-

niques, including pattern-based and machine learning-based approaches to address clinical

text classification challenges efficiently.

2. How to identify clinical concepts and their relationships in the text? The clinical concepts

identification known as named entity recognition (NER) task seeks to locate clinical ter-

minologies and assign it an associated category such as sign symptom, disease disorder,

severity, diagnostic procedure, medication, medication dosage, etc. [22]. While relation

extraction aims to determine the association between entities. The relation understanding
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among various entities is significantly important as it helps in various clinical tasks such as

disease cause identification, drug-drug interaction, patient response to drug identification,

and others [23]. Among all possible relations, cause-effect represents an essential relation,

which provides ample support for the reasoning and decision-making process for humans

as well machines [24]. Therefore, this dissertation addressed clinical entities and relation

extraction challenges, with particular emphasis on the cause-effect for better understanding

textual content, assisting knowledge acquisition, and providing informed quality decisions.

3. How to determine the status and mentioned values of the clinical entities such as symptoms,

lab test results, diseases, treatments, medication-related information, etc.? The clinical text

is composed of patient-associated conditions and other related measures such as gender, age,

weight, height, vital signs, and others [25]. Extracting values for these clinical entities is a

challenging and critically important task as it provides the ground for making a diagnosis,

treatment, and follow-up decisions. This dissertation investigates traditional (pattern-based

approaches) as well as state-of-the-art machine learning approaches for attribute values ex-

traction. The extracted attributes, their relationships, and values can be represented in a

machine-understandable format such as production rules to be used by decision assistive

systems for making appropriate decisions and improving healthcare quality.

1.3 Proposed Methodology Overview

In this work, we proposed a methodology for clinical text mining that transforms the input text

into both human and machine understanding knowledge. The methodology comprises of three

solutions; sentence classification, causality mining, and rule generation, as depicted in Figure 1.2.

The primary objective of Solution 1: Sentence Classification is to classify clinical sentences into

recommendation and non-recommendation sentences based on the importance of the presented

contents. Solution 2:Causality Mining extracts clinical concepts and identifies their relationships.

In the clinical domain, healthcare experts are mainly interested in casual relationships. Therefore,

this dissertation focuses on causality mining for relationship identification. While Solution 3: Rule

Generation aims to represent the identified concepts and relationships in production rules format
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to fulfill the final goal of human and machine-understandable knowledge acquisition.

Solution 1: Sentence  Classification

Text Preprocessing

Load clinical text

Sentence Classification

Solution 3: Rules Generation

Condition(s) identification

Solution 2: Causality Mining

Triples Generation

Triples Embedding

Causal Relation Extraction Causal Triples
<Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, 

Noun Phrase, Metadata>

Production Rule 

Action identification

Rule Generation

Clinical Text

Recom. 
Statements

Figure 1.2: An overview of the proposed methodology

Based on the importance of the provided information, Clinical contents can be categorized

into two parts. First, the background information, which includes abstract information related to

the background and point of view of the authors. Second, the disease-specific information, which

elaborates causes, consequences, and actions related to a disease. Therefore, the understandability

and classification of clinical contents is an important step, before its transformation to computer

interpretable format. Among this information, the recommendation sentences are the main focused

and desired contents that need to be extracted from clinical text. These content assist the domain

experts in making evidence based decisions.

The field of text classification and information extraction has greatly benefited from advances

in computing, producing a plethora of algorithms, tools, and applications, based on machine-

learning and pattern-based approaches [26–31]. However, in the clinical domain, most of the

natural language processing tasks including, guideline processing and information extraction, are

still using pattern-based approaches [32]. Pattern-based approaches perform better than machine-
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learning models in clinical text classification, because of the involvement of human experts for

pattern extraction [33]. To reduce the manual effort and reflect machine intelligence for text clas-

sification, this research focuses on machine learning assistive pattern extraction and their gen-

eralization. Where human experts are assisted by machine learning methods during the pattern

extraction process to come up with the most appropriate patterns. Also, an automatic pattern

extraction algorithm has been proposed that extracts semantic patterns for efficient clinical text

classification. The details of the text classification methodology can be found in Chapter 4 of the

dissertation.

The recommendation tagged sentences of the clinical text are further processed for clinical

concepts and relationship identification. There exist various relationships between concepts in-

cluding, “improves”, “worsens”, “given”, “reveals”, and others [34]. However, we primarily

focused on the cause-effect relation between concepts. A combination of transfer learning and

active learning (active transfer learning) mechanism is adopted for causality mining. Causality

detection is typically based on two tasks, the identification of causal triggers also known as causal

connectives, and causal pairs participating in each relationship [35]. Therefore, causality min-

ing techniques follow the Noun Phrase (NP) - Verb (V) - NP pattern which corresponds to either

Cause - Trigger - Effect or Effect - Trigger - Cause forms (<S→NP-Cause, V→Verb-Trigger,

O→NP- Effect>) [36]. In this research, we first identifies causal phrases in the form of causal

triples (subject, causal verb, and object) using dependency based linguistic patterns from a train-

ing dataset. Each component of the causal triple is then expanded via transfer learning using

pre-trained Google News model [37]. The expanded causal triple in “NP V NP” (SVO) form

is then converted into embedded vector using Bidirectional Encoder Represenations from Trans-

formers (BERT) [38]. These embedded vectors are then used to calculate a similarity matching

score, against embedded causal triples from unseen test dataset. The matching scores, and evalua-

tion of the precision-recall curve then provides the matching threshold, over which a triple (and its

corresponding phrase) can be classified as causal and under which as non-causal. The embedded

vectors from the training dataset and the threshold calculated thus far, are then applied on two test

datasets, to classify each test triple as causal or non-casual. The noun phrases within these causal

quads (extended triple with similarity score) are then semantically enriched using Unified Medical
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Language System (UMLS). The resultant quads are then validated by expert and used for causal

triple extension using active learning methodology. The details of the proposed causality mining

methodology are described in Chapter 5.

The causal classified triples are evaluated for rules generation. As production rules follow IF

condition(s) THEN conclusion pattern, where the condition consists of Key, Operator, and Value.

We mapped the causal concept of a triple into condition, while the effect to the conclusion part of

the rule. For the condition part, we also need the operator and a value therefore, we evaluated the

neighbor tokens of the causal concept for possible value extraction. A nearest “quantitative” token

of a casual concept is set as the value of the concept and ”Quantitative Concept” for the operator of

the conditional concepts, which completes the rule condition. Conditions with similar effects are

combined to build the final set of rules. The acquired rules are understandable to humans as well

as can be used by decision systems for supporting clinical decisions. The details of the proposed

rule generation are described in Chapter 6.

1.4 Key Contributions

The goal of this research work is to provide an end-to-end methodology of clinical text mining

for human and machine-understandable knowledge acquisition. The proposed methodology is

devised with three main objectives of clinical text classification, clinical concepts and relation

extraction, and rule generation. We achieved the mentioned objectives with the following research

contributions.

1.4.1 Machine Learning Assisted Pattern Extraction for Text Classification

Text classification is an essential step of clinical text mining. Despite the advancement of machine

learning techniques, pattern-based classification is still a preferable and widely used approach

for clinical text classification. Traditionally, domain experts manually analyze the input text for

patterns extraction, which is a tedious and time-consuming task. Also, the resultant patterns are

dependent on the intuition and expertise of human experts. This research proposed a machine

learning-based pattern extraction methodology to reduce the human experts’ burden and augment
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machine intelligence with human intelligence for patterns generation. Machine learning meth-

ods extract salient terms contributing to distinguishing recommendation and non-recommendation

sentences. Human experts incorporate the extracted salient terms with their experience and heuris-

tics to produce more effective patterns. Also, we generalize the extract patterns to POS and UMLS

patterns, which generalize the proposed method and make it applicable to other clinical texts.

1.4.2 Semantic Pattern Extraction Algorithm

As described, pattern extraction approaches commonly require human intervention for pattern

identification, which diminishes their benefits and restrain their applications. Also, the extracted

patterns depend on specific clinical terms and suffer from the specialization problem due to syn-

onymy and polysemy. In this research, we proposed a novel pattern extraction algorithm, which

identifies and extracts patterns from clinical textual resources, automatically. The algorithm iden-

tifies the candidate clinical terms in the text, determines their semantic types from UMLS, finds the

context of the concepts by discovering their context windows, and finally transforms each context

window into a pattern. The extracted semantic patterns mitigate patterns specialization problems

and increase the scope and performance of the resultant patterns.

1.4.3 Features Expansion of ML based Classification

Machine learning based text classification transforms the input text into a structured format, ap-

plies various models such as Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Forest, etc. to learn insights.

The trained model than can classify similar unseen clinical text. The learning of ML models are

critical depended on the feature extracted from the training text. Therefore, in this research we

explored the effect of features expansion on the performance of various ML Models. The features

were enriched by features synonyms from WordNet [39] and semantic categories from UMLS.

As, the expanded features provide more broader and meaningful information therefore, the ML

models were able to better understand and learn the classification logic. As a result, the expanded

features increases the ML models classification performance.
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1.4.4 Phrase based Causality Mining

Causality mining aims to determine whether two entities are having cause-effect relationships or

vice versa, from an input text. Typically, the relationship is decided solely on a verb term also

known as a causal trigger or causal connectives, connecting the two entities. This research in-

vestigates a phrase/triple-based causality mining encapsulating causal triggers with target entities

to preserve their semantics. Thus, we generate casual triples of the form <NP, VP, NP> from

training data and expand the participating terms using word expansion mechanism to increase the

scope and converge of the training triples. Similarly, the unseen test data is processed to generate

triples. The proposed phrase/triple-based approach maintains the semantics of the target terms and

increases causal relationship identification.

1.4.5 BERT based Multi-Model Approach

The objective of transfer learning is to transfer knowledge learned in a domain into a new rele-

vant domain. BERT is the state-of-the-art language model trained on English text for improving

NLP tasks. This research utilized the BERT learned knowledge to encode the extracted triple

phrase into meaningful vectors. The trained embedded vectors are then used to compare with test

embeddings for similarity evaluation and casual relation mining. However, we discovered by ana-

lyzing various BERT model results that different models can detect various unique casual phrases.

Therefore, we combined six BERT models namely nli-base-mean-tokens, nli-large-mean-tokens,

nli-base-max-tokens, nli-large-max-tokens, nli-base-cls-token, and nli-base-cls-token to form a

multi-model approach. A triple/phrase tagged causal by any model was considered causal, which

increased the overall performance of causality mining.

1.4.6 Active Learning Approach

One of the main drawbacks of ML models is performance degradation over time. These models

are not able to maintain their knowledge up-to-date by incorporating experts’ feedback and new

knowledge. This research incorporates expert feedback to evolve the underlying training set of

the model over various runs incorporating active learning methodology. An expert verifies the

newly extracted causal phrases/triples for their correctness. The correct identified phrase/triples
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are added to the causal training triples and the incorrectly identified triples are used to refine

the training model by removing similar triples from the training set. This active learning process

increases individual BERT model as well as Multi-model approach performance over various runs.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This dissertation is organized into chapters as follows.

• Chapter 1: Introduction. Chapter 1 deals with the overview of clinical text processing for

knowledge acquisition. In this regard, the motivation for natural language processing based

knowledge acquisition is emphasized. Furthermore, problem statement and overview of the

proposed methodology is also put forward in this chapter. In the end, the key contributions

of the dissertation are discussed.

• Chapter 2: Related Work. Chapter 2 focuses on the literature review for similar ap-

proaches for clinical text classification, causality mining, and rule generation. The key lim-

itations of the existing approaches are also identified and enlisted here. Finally, this chapter

summarizes how the identified limitations are mitigated via the proposed solutions.

• Chapter 3: Proposed Methodology. In Chapter 3, we presented the proposed end-to-

end methodology for clinical knowledge acquisition from unstructured clinical text. This

chapter deals with the three building blocks of the methodology, namely, clinical text clas-

sification, causality mining, and rules generation.

• Chapter 4: Clinical Text Classification. Chapter 4 provides the detail of various efforts

made for robust classification. It elaborates the proposed ML assisted pattern extraction

process. Additionally, it describes the proposed automatic semantic pattern extraction algo-

rithm.

• Chapter 5: Causality Mining. Clinical concepts and their relationships play a key role in

knowledge acquisition. As stated, this dissertation focuses only on the cause-effect relation

between entities. Chapter 5 describes the detail process of entity extraction, their expan-
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sion, phrase generation, BERT based phrase embedding and semantic matching, semantic

enrichment, expert verification, and model evolution.

• Chapter 6: Rules Generation. Chapter 6 provides detail about processing the cause-effect

phrase to production rule generation. It provides a comprehensive method of value identi-

fication for causal concepts of the cause-effect phrases. Also, the rule generation from the

causal concepts with the identified values and effect concepts are explained in this chapter.

• Chapter 7: Results and Evaluation. The results and evaluation of various modules of the

proposed methodology are explained in Chapter 7. Firstly, it explains the text classifica-

tion result for the pattern and ML approaches. Secondly, the causality mining results are

described for the individual six BERT Models. The result analysis and comparison with

the existing approach are also explained. Finally, the concepts’ value extraction and rules

generation results are described.

• Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Direction. This Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and

also provides future directions in this research area. The main contribution of the thesis is

also highlighted in this chapter.



Chapter 2
Related Work

Patient clinical histories, such as previously diagnosed diseases, provided treatments, allergies,

and others, play a pivotal role in healthcare decisions. The requirement of clinical record track-

ing and timely access initiate the idea of clinical record storage and maintenance systems such

as EHRs. The history of clinical records can be linked back to the fifty century B.C. when Hip-

pocrates specified two of its aims, including correctly reflecting the course and potential cause of

a disease [40]. The modern EHRs started to appear in the 1960s, supplementing the prescribed

goals with additional functionalities. The clinical records contain both structured and unstructured

information however, about 80% of clinical observations are not directly machine-understandable

due to its unstructured format [41]. The unstructured clinical text is one of the most significant

barriers of EHRs and clinical data in quality improvement, operations, and clinical research [42].

Starting from the 1940s till to date, Natural Language Processing (NLP) has made tremendous

advancements in processing narrative text for various tasks such as Machine Translation, Auto-

matic Summarization, Co-Reference Resolution, Discourse Analysis, Named Entity Recognition,

information extraction, etc. [43, 44]. The NLP-based solutions for clinical text processing are

summarized in the upcoming sections.

2.1 Clinical Text Mining

Clinical text withholds valuable information, including symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, medica-

tion details, and follow-up plans that can help in improving healthcare service provision. Clinical

text mining refers to the automatic processing of a clinical text for understanding and interpre-

tation of the content [9]. Plenty of research has been conducted to extract valuable information

out of this text. The field of clinical text mining has advanced rapidly transitioning from hand

13
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crafted rule based methods to machine learning and recently more advance approaches such as

deep learning for information extraction and modeling [42].

2.2 Literature Summary

As discussed, this dissertation divides clinical text mining into three main tasks including text

classification, clinical concepts and relation extraction (causality mining), and concepts values

extraction. The existing approaches for each task are described as follows.

2.2.1 Clinical Text Classification

Clinical text classification is one of the essential and widely studied steps for clinical text min-

ing [16]. The classification approaches can be divided into two main categories including pattern

based approaches, and machine learning based approaches. Kaiser et al. [45] proposed a pat-

tern based approach for detecting action and procedures in clinical text (CPG). The authors used

UMLS classes to identify patterns which employed for activities representation and the seman-

tic relations among them. The study consists of four steps. In the first step, they analyzed CPG

regarding actions and procedures. In the second step, they explored the relationship between ac-

tions and procedures. In the third step, they expand the semantic type of the identified relation for

generalization. Finally, they generated a dictionary of the identified actions, procedures, and their

relations. The identified patterns in the dictionary were used to distinguish action, procedure and

background related text. R Wenzina et al. [46] proposed a rule-based method using a combination

of linguistic and semantic information of UMLS semantic type. The authors hypothesized that

each guideline statement had its owns domain dependent linguistic and semantic patterns. They

also induce weighting coefficient called relevance rate that shows statements relevancy for mod-

eling. The relevance rate enables the authors to identify the condition-action combination. The

relevance rate shows that the statement is crucial for a clinical pathway. Ashtma guideline was

used for pattern extraction. The patterns extracted from the guideline were consisted of 12 “if”

and 4 “should” statements. The analysis showed that rules of type “if” has a better result than the

one of type “should”.
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H. Hematialam et al. [47] designed supervised learning models including ZeroR, Naive Bayes,

J48, and Random Forest for the classification of CPG statements. The model classifies a CPG

statement into no-condition (NC), condition-action (CA), or condition-consequence (CC). The

models were trained on three annotated guidelines (Hypertension, Chapter 4 of asthma, and rhi-

nosinusitis) using Part of Speech (POS) as a feature to remove domain dependency constraints.

The recommendation statements were identified by using modifiers and regular expressions. The

most commonly used modifiers were ”if”, ”in”, ”to”, ”for”, ”when”, and ”which”. The identi-

fied recommendation statements were transformed to the ”if condition then consequences” format

for rule generation in later stages. The authors’ used models were one shot models and required

retraining each time when a change occurs in the training dataset.

S. Priyanta et al. [48] performed a comparative analysis of sentence subject classification using

rule-based and machine learning models. The authors used opinion patterns for rule generations.

The sentence subjectivity evaluation was performed on Indonesian news to classify a news sen-

tence into subject or objective. The machine learning models Naive based classifier (NBC) and

multinomial Support Vector Machine (SVM) were used for the classification. The evaluation and

the analysis proved that rule-based classifier well performed with 80.36% accuracy as compared

to SVM with accuracy 74.0% and NBC with accuracy 71%.

The aforementioned research as summarized in Table 2.1, either used patterns, machine learn-

ing models, POS tags, or UMLS (Semantic) mapping for recommendation statement identifica-

tion. Each approach has its pros and cons. For example, the existing pattern-based identification

used single patterns (heuristic, POS, or UMLS) which depends on the extracted patterns and faces

difficulties while generalizing the patterns. Also, the pattern extraction required tremendous hu-

man time and effort. However, to mitigate these limitations and to get generalized patterns, we

need a mixed-method approach, which combines multiple techniques. Therefore, we proposed

a machine learning-assisted pattern-based approach by combing heuristic patterns, POS patterns,

and UMLS patterns. The mixed-method approach increases the chance of accurate detection of

recommendation sentences by more complete and synergistic utilization of various patterns.
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Table 2.1: Summary of text classification approaches
Reference Approach Type Learning Method Algorithms

[45] Pattern based Semantic patterns Manual -
[46] Pattern based Linguistic and Semantic patterns Manual -
[47] ML based POS tags Automatic ZeroR, Naive Bayes, J48, Random Forest
[48] ML based tokens with POS tags Automatic Rule based, Naive Bayes, SVM

2.2.2 Causality Mining Related Work

Causality mining as an application of causality detection is typically based on two tasks, which

includes identification of causal triggers, and causal pairs participating in each relationship [35].

Also known as causal connectives; causal triggers are transitive verbs which form a bridge between

causality concepts and identify the cause and its effect. Leveraging the sentence structuring in

English language [49], typical causality relation identification methodologies, found in research

literature, follow the Noun Phrase (NP) - Verb (V) - NP pattern which corresponds to either Cause

- Trigger - Effect or Effect - Trigger - Cause forms (<S→NP-Cause, V→ Verb-Trigger, O→ NP-

Effect>) [36]. Based on this heuristic, Kaplan and Berry-Bogge [50] provided an early model

for creating and using handcrafted linguistic template for causality detection. Kalpana Raja et

al. [51], built upon the same idea in addition to identifying and organizing a dictionary based on

causal trigger keywords, which was then used to define patterns for causality detection. R. Girju et

al. [52] refined the process of identifying the causal verbs by utilizing the WordNet dictionary [53].

Bui et al. [54] applied rule based approach for causal relation extraction on HIV drug resistance.

Cole et al. [55] utilized a syntactic parser to convert the SVO structures into SVO triples, which

were then passed through various rule based filters for causality detection. S. Zhao et al. [35],

pointed towards the existence of diversity in the manner each causal trigger expresses causality.

However, the syntactic structure of causal sentences and the way the trigger invokes the causality,

can provide satisfactory categorization of the causal triggers, enabling smart application of the

causality identification filters. Son Doan et al. [56] presented an application of causal mining by

marking several verbs and nouns as causal triggers for extracting causal relations from twitter

messages. Saud Alashri et al. [57] proposed a snowball strategy, where the authors defined few

causal verbs as ”seeds” and enlarged the seed list from climate new text by generalizing the seed

verbs. Girju and Moldovan [36] proposed a semi-supervised approach towards causality relation
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identification by using the underlying linguistic patterns of the corpus.

Many other automatic causal pattern identification methodologies have relied on the evolution

of machine learning models [58]. In particular, [59] has presented a causal relation extraction

model using unsupervised learning to detect the noun phrases corresponding to the subject and

object of the sentence. By analysing an unannotated raw corpus and using Expected Maximization

(EM) along with a Naive Bayes classifier, the authors were able to precisely identify 81.29% of

causal relations.

On the other hand, E. Blanco et al. [60] utilized a supervised machine learning approach by

first annotating ternary instances as being a causal relation or not, and then applied Bagging with

C4.5 decision trees to achieve a precision of over 95% in causal relations and above 86% in non

causal ones. These and many other machine learning approaches have been comprehensively

classified by [61], which indicates a general trend towards the utilizing of the same, as the models

become more mature and stable. Of particular interest are the word embedding methods, which

due to their requirement of unsupervised data, scalability, and accuracy have piqued the interest of

the NLP research community.

Several initiatives have already led to the state-of-the-art results in completing NLP tasks such

as sentiment analysis, text classification, topic modeling, and relation extraction [62]. Zeng et

al. [63] classified relations in the SemEval Task 8 dataset using deep convolution neural networks

(CNNs). Nguyen et al. [64] introduced positional embedding to the input sentence vector in CNNs

for improved relation extraction. Silva et al. [62] proposed a deep learning (CNN) based causality

extraction methodology that can detect causality along with its direction. The author addressed

the causality detection problem as a three class classification problem, where class 1 indicates the

annotated pairs has causal relation with direction entity1 → entity2, class 2 implies the causal

relation has the direction entity2→ entity1, and class 3 entities are non-causal.

Ning An et al. [65] has utilized a word embedding with cosine similarity based approach,

which uses an initial causal seed list to identify the causal relationships as a multi-class (four-class)

classification problem. With one-hot encoding the authors, convert the causal verbs in the seed list

and the verbs identified in Noun Phrase(NP)-Verb Phrase(VP)-Noun Phrase(NP) ternary(triples)

into encoding vectors. These vectors are then converted into Embedding vectors using Continuous
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Skip-Gram based on a Wikipedia dataset of 3.7 million articles. Finally the encoded vectors are

then compared using cosine similarity and the pair with maximum similarity above a pre-defined

threshold value of 0.5 are used to classify the causal relationship and evolve the seed list. This

method achieved an average F-score of 78.67%. While this methodology presents a significant

improvement on previous research initiatives towards causal relationship identification, it suffers

from low accuracy, due to its focus on causal verb identification based on a small initial seed list

and its limited extension, and classification based, solely on these verbs meanwhile losing context

of the causal phrase.

Table 2.2: Summary of causality mining approaches
Reference Approach Considered Term Method

[51] Dictionary and Rule based Triggers Manual
[52] Lexico-syntactic pattern Triggers Manual
[54] Dictionary and Rule based Triples Manual
[55] Rule based Triples Manual
[56] Pattern based Syntactic relations Manual from dependency parser
[57] Seed words concept generalization technique Causal Chains Construction
[35] ML based Common features & causal connective features Naive Bayes
[59] ML based Expected Maximization Naive Bayes
[60] ML based Triples - Bagging C4.5 decision trees
[62] Deep Learning Triples CNN
[65] word Embedding Triggers Skip gram

The summary of literature for causality mining is shown in Table 2.2. Most of existing work

used pattern/rule based approach for the causal-effect relation identification task. Also, most of the

studies only considered triggers which are manual identified or auto extracted for the classification.

The static patterns/rules and seed list may not effectively extract the target relation and demands

a dynamic solution such as the proposed methodology. Where the causality mining is performed

using the combination of transfer and active learning methodologies.

2.2.3 Clinical Concepts’ Value Extraction

Clinical concepts’ values such as body weight provide essential information for making clinical

diagnosis and treatment decisions. However, manual screening text such as clinical notes for these

values is time-consuming and error-prone. Various researchers have proposed automatic tech-

niques for extracting these values. Murtaugh et al. [25] proposed a regular extraction based body-
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weight values extraction algorithm known as Regular Expression Discovery Extractor (REDEx).

The algorithm extracted patterns from the training dataset by splitting each training sentence into

before label segment (BLS), labeled segment (LB), and after label segment (ALS). The BLS and

ALS are processed for generalizing punctuation, digits, and white spaces. The lengthy phrase

between BLS and ALS are repeatedly trimmed to make their length equal. The BLS and ALS are

trimmed from beginning and end, respectively, until a false-positive instance occurs. Finally, the

resultant BLS, LS, and ALS phrases are combined as a pattern. The extracted patterns are then

used to detect body weight related measures such as weight, height, BMI, etc. in unseen clinical

text. The primary limitation of the REDEx is the lack of generalization. The algorithm uses ex-

act concepts/terms in the patterns, while in real textual data a term can be represented by other

alternatives.

Redd et al. [66] proposed an update in the REDEx algorithm to overcome its limitation of exact

concepts/term usage in the patterns. The authors enlarged the coverage of the REDEx algorithm

by generalizing the extracted patterns for Metabolic Equivalents (METs) value extraction. They

improved the REDEx algorithm, where concepts of each pattern were replaced with its equivalent

length regular expression. The algorithm marked some improvements over REDEx, however,

concepts can have variant length alternatives that can not be captured.

Zheng et al. [67] formulate the value extraction as a sequence tagging task. The authors used a

joint model of BiLSTM and conditional random fields and named it OpenTag. The LSTM model

detects the context and semantics of the text while CRF enforces tagging consistency. They also

proposed a novel attention mechanism to get the decision logic of the black box LSTM model.

The model provides a detailed explanation for the decision using the proposed attention. Also, the

study employed active learning to enhance the model performance over time.

Cai eta al. [68] proposed a simple and an effective tool EXTEND for extracting numerical

clinical data from narrative notes. The EXTEND processes clinical notes in three simple steps.

First, the clinical notes are pre-processed by performing normalization and tokenization of the

sentences. Second, the concepts of interest are identified in the input clinical notes. A dictionary

of concepts in manually curated that is used to find concepts of interest in the text. Finally, the

data extraction is performed by evaluating concepts neighbor tokens for numerical values. The ex-
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tracted values are validated via rule base approach. The tool achieved a sensitivity and specificity

of 0.95 to 1.0 and an F1 score of 0.92 to 0.96. The major limitation of the EXTEND tool is manual

work required for building concepts dictionary which is used to locate concepts of interest in the

input clinical case.



Chapter 3
Proposed Methodology

Healthcare organizations have seen explosive health data growth and continue producing loads

of data, mostly in unstructured textual format. The generated data withholds valuable insights

and knowledge. However, machines cannot process and understand the precious data due to

its unstructured format, which necessitates an AI-based methodology to translate it to machine-

understandable format. This dissertation proposed an end-to-end methodology for unstructured

clinical data processing. The workflow of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 3.1. The

methodology processes clinical text in three steps/solutions where each step utilizes the output of

its predecessor and enhances the process for its successor steps. Solution one prepares the input

text into subsequent components ready format by applying text pre-processing steps. Also, it eval-

uates each pre-processed sentence of the text for importance, based on the content of the sentence,

and classifies it as recommendation or non-recommendation sentence. The non-recommendation

sentences are filtered out, and recommendation sentences are passed to solution two for process-

ing.

Solution two takes recommendation sentences as input and produces causal-effect triples as

output. The recommendation sentences are processed to get triples of the form <NP, VP, NP>

where first NP represents noun phrase or subject, second NP represents object phrase, and VP

represents verb phrase encapsulated between noun phrases of the sentence. The acquired triples

are converted into triple phrases by concatenating the elements of each triple by a space character.

The triple phrases are transformed into vectors by using state-of-the-art pre-trained BERT models.

The embedded test triples are compared with embedded causal triples for similarity. Test triples

having similarities greater than a threshold are tagged as causal triples, otherwise non-causal. The

causal classified triples are used by solution three for rule generation as well as for the training

21
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triples evolution utilizing active learning methodology. A domain expert evaluates the causal

tagged triples to validate their correctness. The correct identified casual triples are feedback to

the trained model to learn it for subsequent runs. The process enhances and increases the model

performance over different runs.
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Triples Generation

Noun Phrase Identification

Triple Generation & Expansion

Verb Phrase Identification

Solution-2: Causality Mining

Recommendation 
Sentences

sentence 1
sentence 2

… sentence n

Solution-3: Rule Generation
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Figure 3.1: The proposed methodology workflow

Solution three aims to transform the output of solution two (cause-effect triples) into exe-

cutable and machine-understandable knowledge (production rules). As production rules repre-

sent knowledge in IF condition(s) THEN conclusion where condition follows the “Key Operator

Value”, therefore, we map the identified cause into the key thus requiring operator and value.

The proposed solution three identifies the operator and value for the identified entity (key) us-

ing its neighbor tokens. We apply the combination of the Stanford NLP parser and “Quantitative

Concepts” of UMLS in the neighbors of the target entity and attach it as a possible value that

completes the condition part of the rule. The same process will continue for all identified casual

triples which result in a set of rules as knowledge. The detail of each solution is presented in the

following sections.
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3.1 Clinical Text Classification

Text classification aims to evaluate the content of the text and categorize it into various categories.

The text presenting similar content will be group together. In the clinical domain text content

can broadly be categorized into two groups, one presenting background information while the

second group deals with various symptoms, diseases, treatment procedures, and follow-up related

information. Among these two groups the latter group is more important and precious for domain

experts. However, it is very time consuming and tedious task to manually process the clinic text

for classifying the content into aforementioned two groups. The NLP techniques of the current

era are capable to overcome the burden by automatic classification, which effectively evaluate and

classify the content according to the information carried by the text.

The NLP techniques for text classification can broadly be grouped into three categories,

namely pattern-based approach, traditional machine learning approach, and deep learning ap-

proach as shown in Figure 3.2. The pattern-based approach relies on handcrafted or auto extracted

rules which are used for text classification. The traditional ML-based approach transforms the

input text into a structured format followed by machine learning model training. Where the ML

model tries to identify insights and logic that can be used later on to distinguish between recom-

mendation and non-recommendation content in unseen text. Similarly, the deep learning methods

are inspired by human neurons and try to mimic human-like reasoning and classification capability

for differentiating between important and less-important text.

• Work better on small data
• Easier to interpret.
• Financially and 

computationally cheap

• Easy to use 
• Still Mostly used approach 

in real applications1

• Easy to interpret

Approach 3

Deep Learning 
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Approach 2
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Approaches

Approach 1

Pattern based 
Approach

• Take labeled data as input
• Perform feature 

engineering automatically
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• Take labeled data as input
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• Model training

• Utilizes sequence and 
structure of terms for 
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• Required human efforts for 
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engineering
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transferable
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• Required huge labeled 

data
• Non interpretable

Figure 3.2: Text classification approaches with pros and cons
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The pattern-based approach utilizes the sequence and structure of text tokens to build patterns

for classification. This approach is widely used in the real field and generally performs better

than other approaches. Normally, patterns are extracted by human experts which required a lot

of effort and time that ruins the advantages of this approach. Even after a tremendous effort, the

extracted patterns face generalization issues. The text intended for classification may use different

sequences and terms for expressing the same content. To overcome these issues, this disserta-

tion proposed a machine learning assisted pattern extraction methodology that facilitate human

experts for better pattern extraction [69]. The resultant patterns reflect human intelligence as well

as artificial intelligence, which can better perform the text classification task. Also, we extend

the extracted patterns by substituting its tokens/concept/terms with POS and UMSL tags which

overcome the problem of generalization in the patterns. Additionally, an automatic algorithm for

semantic pattern extraction is proposed, that can extract patterns from the text without human

interventions [70]. The algorithm identifies each token semantic category from UMLS and eval-

uates the occurrence of various semantic categories. The frequent occurred semantic categories

along with its neighbor tokens’ semantic are used for semantic patterns generation which can then

classify the unseen clinical text effectively.

Machine learning has shown its significance in providing advanced healthcare solutions and

revolutionizing the future of filtering a huge amount of textual content [71]. These solutions

mitigate the manual effort and improve the text classification performance by learning the classi-

fication logic from data, automatically. It required a set of data annotated with their class labels.

The training text is first transformed into a structured format, followed by ML model training.

The ML model tries to learn the classification logic from the features represented in a structured

form. As the model performance can greatly be influenced by the number and quality of features,

therefore, this dissertation investigates the effect of features enrichment [72]. We performed fea-

ture expansion through synonyms and add semantic features to the feature list. The synonyms

were identified from the WordNet dictionary and the semantics of the tokens were added from the

UMLS dictionary. The enriched features enable ML Models to better learn the classification task.

Recent years have witnessed tremendous accomplishments via deep learning methods in var-

ious fields. The deep learning approach automates the features engineering of traditional ML
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approaches. However, these approaches required a huge labeled data compare to traditional ma-

chine learning models. While in the clinical domain limited annotated data is available, and the

distribution between recommendation and non-recommendation text is also very biased towards

non-recommendation. Therefore, this thesis investigates the effect of deep learning methods in

the clinical text classification task. As mentioned earlier, the clinical domain has limited training

data, therefore, we explore the applications of these advanced models with a large dataset by boot-

strapping dataset. The effect of various data augmentation methods on the deep learning model

performance is evaluated as presented in Chapter 7.

3.2 Causality Mining

Clinical concepts and their relationships identification is a key cohesive ingredient of any NPL-

based clinical solutions to locate clinical terms used in the text along with their effect on other

terms. One of the most important relations of interest for clinicians is the cause-effect relationship

between concepts. Identification of cause-effect relations is a complex task and required advanced

NLP techniques because it is not always written in IF condition THEN conclusion where condi-

tions represent a clinical aspect while the conclusion is the effect of that aspect. A lot of research

work has been carried out to accurately perform the causality mining [73]. However, researchers

mainly followed a trigger-based approach and focused on causal triggers identification which con-

nects two concepts with cause-effect or effect-cause relationship [51]. The triggers are either

manually initialized or learned from training data, later on, the unseen text is evaluated to find any

triggers to build the causal relation. This dissertation investigated the phrase embedding-based

method for causality mining [74]. The steps performed for causal relation extraction are shown in

Figure 3.3. We extract, expend, and embed the extract causal triples from training text. The gener-

ated causal embeddings are then used to match with similar clinical concepts withholds causality

relationship in the unseen clinical text.

Real world textual data is considered dirty since it contains many defacto linguistic elements

which may be a part of daily conversations and routine usage between humans but are not under-

standable by a computing device. The primary aim of pre-processing is to prepare clinical text for

causal phrase extraction which are then used by the subsequent modules. The pre-processing step
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cleans the text and normalized it by removing syntactic problems such as redundant text, unre-

lated information (Explanations, such as this one, in parenthesis which are useful for readers but

not required for establishing context), and special characters (-, +, , etc.) using regular expression.

Each processed sentence is then tokenized into words using NLTK word tokenizer. Finally, Part

Of Speech (POS) tagging is applied on each word using Standford CoreNLP Parser [75].

 Clinical documents 
contain many defacto
linguistic elements. 

 Preprocessing cleans 
and prepares the text 
for causal phrase 
detection and  
extraction

Preprocessing

Recommendation
Sentences

 Expands causal 
phrases to include 
related Nouns and 
Verbs. 

 Converts causal 
phrases into embedding 
vectors using BERT NLI 
models.

 Amalgamate BERT NLI 
models into one Causal 
Trigger Trained Model. 

Model Development

 Converts candidate 
causal phrases into 
embedding vectors 
using BERT NLI models.

 Matches each candidate 
embedding vector with 
CTTM. 

 Select all candidate 
vectors as casual which 
have been classified at 
least once.

Causality Mining

 Incorporate domain 
expert feedback for 
causal tagged triples to 
evolve CTTM.

Feedback

Extended 
Causal Triples

Figure 3.3: Causality mining abstract view

Model Development module generates casual triples of the form <Noun Phrase (NP), Verb

Phrase (VP), Noun Phrase(NP)> which can corresponds to either <Cause, Causal Trigger,

Effect> or <Effect, Causal Trigger, Cause>. The elements (NP and VP) of the extracted triples

are expanded using transfer learning technique on a pre-trained model. This increases the number

of causal triples, which in turn increases the scope of causal sentences that can be correctly clas-

sified in the testing phase. The acquired set of causal triples are converted into embedding vectors

using pre-trained BERT language models. The generated embedding vectors are stored and re-

ferred to as Casual Triple Trained Model (CTTM) and used to identify similar causal concepts in

the unseen clinical text.

The causality mining module utilizes CTTM on unseen, pre-processed test data, for classifying

candidate phrases as causal or non-causal. First, candidate triples are identified from the text.

These candidate triples are obtained by collecting all possible phrases of the form <NP, VP, NP>

within each pre-processed sentence. For sentences with more than one verb, the noun phrases

with longer dependencies are discarded. This is to maintain the context of the nouns with their

nearest verb phrase for matching with our causality identification. The extracted candidate triples
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are converted into phrases by concatenating each triple element with a white space character. The

triple phrases are converted into embedding vectors via BERT models. Each embedding vector is

evaluated with causal triples embedding stored in CTTM in terms of max similarity and classified

into a causal or non-causal class. We apply human in the loop (active learning) methodology to

enhance the CTTM and casualty mining. The causal classified triples are evaluated by a human

expert. In case the human expert agrees with the causal tag of a triple, the triple embedding is

feedback and added to CTTM which increases the model performance for upcoming evaluation.

3.3 Rules Generation

The rules generation modules take causal triples, the output of causality mining module, and

transform into production rules in IF conduction(s) THEN conclusion format. The condition part

of each production rule consists of key, operation, value. The causal triples consist of a cause

entity which can be mapped into condition key while the effect can be mapped to the conclusion

part. However, to complete the rule, we required operation and value for the causal concepts.

Therefore, we evaluate the source sentence of the triples for the operator and valued identification.

The proposed methodology is inspired by EXTEND [68] and used similar steps for operator, and

value extraction. An abstract view of the process required for completing a rule condition is shown

in Figure 3.4. We evaluate the neighbor tokens of the causal concept in the source sentence for the

relational operator and valued token using the UMLS category of the token and parser information.

Also, we evaluate the negation of a concept to adjust the condition operator. Finally, the triple is

presented as a production rule.

As described, the main hurdle in transforming causal triples into production rules is the oper-

ator and value identification. We used the pre-processed source sentences of the causal triples for

completing the required information. Each token of the sentence is already tagged with its POS

tag. We extend each token tagging with its corresponding semantic type by looking up the UMLS

dictionary. The neighbor tokens having the “Quantitative Concept” category or having relational

operator marked by UMLS or Stanford NLP parser [75] are considered as candidate value and

operator, respectively. The concept is also evaluated for its negation in the source sentence. The

operator is updated in case negation is confirmed. Thus the condition is set to the causal concept
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<cause, trigger, effect>
<effect, trigger, cause>

<Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase>

• Evaluate neighbor tokens in source sentence
• Find relational operator and valued token 

using UMLS and parser
• Evaluate tokens negation
• Set condition and key, operator and value

IF Condition-Key Operator Condition-Value THEN Effect

Output rule

Extended Causal Triples
<Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase, Metadata>

Figure 3.4: Rules generation abstract view

from the triple, operator and value is set as identified which completes the condition part of the

rule. The effect concept of the triple is set to the action part of the rule which completes the rule.

Rules generated from causal triples with similar source sentence are combined to a single rule.

After following the same process for all triples, the acquired list of rules is evaluated for duplicate

and conflicting rules. The duplicates are removed while the conflicts are resolved via human inter-

vention. Thus the resultant rules can be used for assisting clinical decisions by automated systems

as well as by human experts to increase their knowledge and intuitions.



Chapter 4
Clinical Text Classification

Clinical content can be categorized into two parts based on the importance of the provided text.

First, the background information, which includes abstract information related to the background

and point of view of the authors. Second, the disease-specific information, which elaborates

causes, consequences, and actions related to a disease. For instance the sentence, “Hyperten-

sion remains one of the most important preventable contributors to disease and death.” represents

background information, while, “In the black hypertensive population, including those with di-

abetes, a calcium channel blocker or thiazide-type diuretic is recommended as initial therapy.”

represents disease-specific information, also known as a recommendation sentence. Therefore,

the understandability and classification of clinical contents is an important step, before its trans-

formation to computer interpretable format. The primary objective of the text classification is to

distinguish between recommendation sentences (RS) and non-recommendation sentences (NRS).

The research related to text classification and information extraction has greatly benefited from ad-

vancement in computing technologies, producing a plethora of algorithms, tools, and applications,

based on pattern-based and machine learning approaches [26–30, 76]. This research explores the

effectiveness of pattern based, traditional machine learning and advanced machine learning such

as deep learning methodologies for clinical text classification.

4.1 Pattern based Classification

The machine learning techniques of the current era advanced various applications including text

classification and information extraction. However, in the clinical domain, most of the NLP tasks

including, text processing and information extraction, are still using pattern-based approaches

[32]. Generally, pattern-based approaches perform better than machine learning models in clinical

29
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text classification [33]. The patterns are usually extracted manually by human experts based on

their heuristics [77], semi-automatic or automatically [77]. However, this dissertation focuses on

machine learning assisted pattern extraction methodology as shown in 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The proposed pattern extraction methodology for clinical text classification.

4.1.1 Heuristic Pattern Extraction

The heuristic pattern extraction uses experts heuristics for pattern extraction. The experts focuses

on the sequence of terms used in content for patterns generation. We applied a collective decision

making effort known as Nominal Group Technique (NGT) to reflect multiple experts heuristics

for pattern extraction. Five human experts (Knowledge Engineers KEs) participate in the NGT

process. The KEs have more than five years of experience in biomedical text processing, analysis,

and pattern extraction. We provided them an annotated clinical text (hypertension guideline [78])

to KEs for extracting patterns based on their heuristics. Heuristic-based decisions are premised on

the cognitive ability, rule of thumb, intuitive judgment, an educated guess, and common sense of a

person. The following seven steps were performed in the NGT process for extracting the patterns.

1. Introduce all team members and nominate a leader to cordially handle meetings. The anno-

tated CPG is provided to each member, the leader explained the purpose and process of the
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study and the voting process.

2. All panel members analyze the provided CPG independently and extract the patterns based

on their heuristics that can identify recommendation statements in a CPG.

3. The leader collects all patterns extracted by each member and removes the duplicate pat-

terns. A total of 21 unique patterns were identified by all KEs as shown in Table 4.1.

4. The panel members discuss each pattern and the concerned member explains the reason for

selecting the corresponding pattern.

5. All five participants rank each pattern from one to five, where one is the lowest and five

being the highest rank. The leader aggregate the ranks of each pattern.

6. A threshold value (total rank ≥ 15 ) is selected with the consensus of all team members,

which is the 60% of team members agreement on a pattern.

7. Select those patterns, which have a higher accumulative rank than the threshold value (15).

Based on this criterion, 10 patterns are selected as final patterns shown in Table 4.2.

The key advantage of this approach is, its ease of use and comprehensibility for human beings

without detailed domain knowledge. However, this approach required extensive human efforts and

time. The resultant patterns vary based on the heuristics of human being involved in the pattern

extraction process. To assist experts with machine learning methods we device machine learning

assistive pattern extraction methodology described in the upcoming section.

4.1.2 Machine Learning Assisted Patter Extraction

To assist the manual pattern extraction explained in Section 4.1.1, we applying machine learning

techniques for important and salient terms extraction. The concepts and terms utilized by ma-

chine learning models for distinguishing recommendation sentences from non-recommendation

sentences are considered as salient terms. The objective of machine learning assistance is to iden-

tify the key terms in the clinical text, using both supervised and unsupervised machine learning

techniques. To extract the salient terms, we transform the clinical text to machine-processable
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Table 4.1: Evaluation matrix for nominal group technique (NGT).
S.No Extracted Patterns KE-1 KE-2 KE-3 KE-4 KE-5 Total Score

1 .*lead(s)? to.* 3 3 2 1 2 11
2 .*treatment (should|with|to).* 2 3 4 4 3 16
3 .*initiat(.*)treatment.* 2 3 2 3 4 14
4 .*to improve.* 4 4 1 3 5 17
5 .*evidance(.*)(to)? support.* 1 4 2 1 3 11
6 .*(patient(s)?)? with (disease).* 3 3 4 5 4 19
7 .*should (include|continue).* 5 3 3 2 5 18
8 .*appli(es|ed)ed (to)?.* 2 1 3 2 3 11
9 .*can be used.* 3 2 2 1 2 10
10 .*(add|remove)(.*) drug.* 4 4 3 5 5 21

11
.*(panel)(.*)(recommend(ed)?
|conclude(ed)?|include(d)?).*

4 2 2 1 3 12

12 .*less effective.* 1 3 4 2 3 13
13 .*treatment (does not)? need.* 2 3 2 3 3 13
14 .*regardless of.* 3 4 3 3 2 15
15 .*meet.*goal.* 2 1 2 2 3 10
16 .*(increase|decrease).*dose.* 5 4 5 5 4 23
17 .*(recommend(ed)?) treatment.* 3 3 4 3 3 16

18
.*(improve(ment)?
|high quality).*dose.*

2 2 3 3 2 12

19 .*(Recommendation /d+/s+:.* 5 5 5 5 5 25
20 .*expert(s)?.*opinion.* 3 3 2 3 2 13
21 .*(dis)?continu(e|ed|ing|ation).* 4 3 3 2 4 16

Table 4.2: Extracted heuristics patterns

S.No Patterns without Salient Terms

1 .*(add|remove) (.*) drug.*
2 .*(recommend(ed)?) treatment.*
3 .*to improve.*
4 .*(increase|decrease) .*dose.*
5 .*treatment (should|with|to).*
6 .*Recommendation /d+/s+:.*
7 .*should (include|continue).*
8 .*(dis)?continu(e|ed|ing|ation).*
9 .*regardless of.*
10 .*(patient(s)?)?with (disease).*

format by tokenization, stemming, case transformation, stop word removal, and synonym iden-

tification. We trained a set of supervised machine learning models comprising of decision tree
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and rule induction, and unsupervised algorithms LDA, and word2vec to find the key contributing

terms in a text for taking sentence classification decision. These techniques were selected due to

their results transparency and effectiveness in the classification task. We applied various parameter

settings for each model to check its classification accuracy and extract the final terms, which are

then used for making the classification decision.
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Figure 4.2: Example decision tree model for salient term extraction.
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As an example, in the decision tree model, we apply gain ratio, information gain, accuracy,

and Gini index splitting criteria. We also evaluate the models’ behaviors with and without feature

selection. In feature selection, filter-based and wrapper-based techniques were applied to limit

the number of features and nodes of the final model by eliminating irrelevant features. While,

identifying the correct number of features is still an open research issue, in this study, we used

the grid search technique [79] to dynamically set the number of features for a model. We check

the terms considered by the model, generated after feature selection to get a list of salient terms

considered by the model.

Table 4.3: List of salient terms considered by machine learning models

S.No Decision Tree Rule Induction LDA Word2vec

1 cosmopolitan cosmopolitan goal recommend
2 angiotensin reach low facilitate
3 bespeak black population improve
4 adult better treatment consideration
5 aged opinion year evidence
6 animation aged recommendation assess
7 condition condition evidence condition
8 reach former pharmacological quality
9 black case initiate regardless
10 decrepit commend hypertension referral

The example of the decision tree model is shown in Figure 4.2. The decision tree model have

considered total eight unique salient terms, ”cosmopolitan”, ”reach”, ”aged”, ”adult”, channel”,

”condition”, ”person”, and ”bespeak” for distinguishing recommendation sentences from non-

recommendation sentences in a text. We considered all terms as salient terms, which are extracted

by given models with all possible settings. A list of partial salient terms considered by various

machine learning models is given in Table 4.3. Therefore, we apply the NGT process again to

evolve the experts extracted heuristic patterns. In this phase of the NGT, we provided a list of

salient terms to all KEs and asked them to reevaluate their extracted patterns. The aforementioned

steps of NGT were performed again to reexamine the patterns with consideration of salient terms.

The KEs modified the extracted patterns based on the salient terms and the final agreed-upon

heuristics patterns list is given in Table 4.4. The patterns became more general compared to
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patterns without considering salient terms. Most of the selected patterns included some of the

salient terms to boarder its scope. As an example the pattern ”.*(recommend(ed)?) treatment.*

” became ”.*(recommend(ed)? |better) treatment.*” after reflecting salient term ”better” in the

pattern.

The key advantage of this approach is, its ease of use and comprehensibility for human beings

without detailed domain knowledge. However, this approach highly depends on the terms and

terminologies of a specific text. Therefore, the extracted patterns may not well-perform for all text

such as guidelines. To overcome this drawback, we generalized the extracted patterns with the

incorporation of two other techniques POS and UMLS patterns for getting a generic solution.

Table 4.4: Extracted heuristics patterns with salient terms

S.No Patterns with Salient Terms

1 .*(give|add|remove) (.*) drug.*
2 .*([I|i]n) (black|general) (.*) population.*
3 .*(recommend(ed)? |better) treatment.*
4 .*(increase|decrease) .*dose.*
5 .* ((public)? opinion) .* treatment (should|with|to).*
6 .*Recommendation /d+/s+:.*
7 .*should (include|continue).*
8 .*(dis)?continu(e|ed|ing|ation) |reach .* goal .*
9 .* (regardless of)|(having age).*
10 .*(patient(s)? |adult |(population group) )?with (disease).*

The general purpose of POS tagger is to briefly characterize and disambiguate the grammatical

category of words in a specific context. It helps to find the similarity and distinction between

words. In the proposed method, the POS-based classification is used to generalize the solution

for avoiding domain dependency. In this study, the application of the POS tag produced inferior

results. Therefore, we used the semi-POS method, which is the combination of POS tags along

with clue words. For example, in ”.* VB .* drug .*” ”VB” is a POS that represents a verb while

”drug” is a clue word. The list of POS tags, used in the study, are shown in Table 4.5.

The extracted heuristic patterns shown in Table 4.4 is transformed into POS patterns as shown

in Table 4.6. We employed the Stanford CoreNLP parser [75] to parse the input sentences to their

POS categories. The input sentences were assessed by matching with the POS tags listed in Table
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Table 4.5: List of used POS tags

Tag Description Tag Description

CD Cardinal number IN Preposition/sub-conj
MD modal NN Noun, sign. or mass
JJ Adjective TO ’to’
JJR Adjective, comparative VBG Verb present participle
VB Verb base from - -

4.5. The sentences matched with one or more patterns were tagged as RS and NRS, otherwise.

Finally, all NRS sentences were filtered out, and RS sentences were left for further processing.

The POS-based filter reduced domain dependency and increased the accuracy of our proposed

system. Here, the most significant POS tags used for the identification are “Nouns” and “Verbs”.

Table 4.6: List of extracted POS patterns

S.No Patterns

1 .* VB .* drug .*
2 .* IN .* JJ .* population .*
3 .* (VB|JJR) .* treatment .*
4 .*NN.* dose .*
5 .* (JJ)? NN .* treatment (MD|IN|TO) .*
6 NN(/s+)?:(/s+)?CD .*
7 .*VB (include|continue).*
8 .*(VB+) .* goal.*
9 .*(regardless of)|VBG age.*
10 .* (JJ|NN) IN disease.*

The heuristic patterns displayed in Table 4.4, are also transformed into UMLS based patterns to

achieve further generalization. The UMLS based patterns, also known as semantic patterns, cover

a wide range of recommendation sentences. This process, additionally improves the accuracy of

the system by identifying the semantics of words and phrases in a sentence to clarify its contextual

meaning.

The UMLS is a knowledge source, which contains medical vocabularies, maintained by the US

National Library of Medicine [80]. It provides an interface for retrieving biomedical concepts and

semantic relations, by integrating a plethora of services, and assisting in biomedical information

processing and retrieval. Recommendation sentences mostly contains the biomedical phrases,
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which can help to distinguish it from non-recommendation sentences. Using this heuristic, first,

we identify the UMLS phrases using a tool called MetaMap [81] which can identify the UMLS

concepts behind medical text. Using this information, we map phrases of each sentence with

its corresponding biomedical concept. We then extract UMLS patterns by analyzing the tagged

sentences, identifiers, and their sequence. The example for one of the extracted patterns is shown

in Figure 4.3. A list of UMLS patterns used in our study is shown in Table 4.7. The matched

sentences with one or more of the UMLS patterns are finally tagged as RS, and NRS otherwise.

The NRS tagged sentences are then filtered out, and RS sentences are stored for further processing.

Hypertension is the most common condition seen in primary care and leads to myocardial infarction , stroke , renal failure , and death if not detected early and treated appropriately
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Figure 4.3: Example of UMLS based pattern extraction

Table 4.7: List of extracted UMLS Patterns
S.No Patterns

1 .*(give|add|remove) .* Pharmacologic Substance .*
2 .*([I|i]n) .* Population Group .*
3 .*(Health Care Activity|Qualitative Concept).* Functional Concept.*
4 .*Functional Concept .* Pharmacologic Substance.*
5 .*Qualitative Concept .*Functional Concept (should|with|to).*
6 .*Idea or Concept /d+/s+:.*
7 .* should .* (Functional Concept|Idea or Concept).*
8 .*Idea or Concept .* Intellectual Product .*
9 .* regardless of|Organism Attribute.*

10 .* Population Group .* with .* (Disease or Syndrome) .*

The extracted patterns (Heuristic, POS, UMLS) shown in Table 4.4, Table 4.6, and Table 4.7,

respectively, are used to classify a clinical sentence as RS or NRS. We combine the sentences

labeled as RS by heuristic patterns, POS patterns, and UMLS patterns, removing duplicates and

finalized the RS tagged sentences and non-recommendation sentences which will be used in latter

stages. As mentioned earlier, pattern based approaches performs better, however required exten-
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sive human efforts and time which reduces its advantages and limits is utilization. To overcome

this limitation, this research proposed an automatic pattern extraction methodology explained in

the upcoming section.

4.1.3 Automatic Pattern Extraction

To overcome the manual effort and lack of generalization during manual pattern extraction, we

devise a novel algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm identifies and extracts patterns

for recognizing RS sentences in clinical text, automatically. Initially, it identifies each token’s

semantic category/concept by utilizing UMLS dictionary. We represent each token in (‘token’,

‘UMLSConcept’) format, where token represents textual token while UMLSConcept repre-

sents token’s Semantic type of UMLS. We count the occurrences of each concept in the text and

find the list of initial candidate concepts C = [c1, c2, ..., cn]. A concept ci where i = 1, 2, ..., n is

considered as candidate concept if it is used more than a defined thresholdCT value in a given text

i.e when count(ci) >= CT . The concepts also depends on its context and neighbors concepts.

Therefore, we generate a context window for each candidate concept. The context window cw

of a candidate concept ci is cwi = [ci−n, ..., ci−2, ci−1, ci, ci+1, ci+2, ..., ci+n] for i = 1, 2, ..., n,

where ci−n, ..., ci−2, ci−1 represents the preceding concepts while ci+1, ci+2, ..., ci+n represents

the succeeding concepts of a candidate concept ci. We filter out ineffective context window based

on its occurrence by applying context window threshold CWT i.e count(cwi) < CWT to restrict

the number of patterns and filter out ineffective patterns. The remaining context windows are

transform to regular expressions as patterns P = [p1, p2, ..., pn], where pi for i = 1, 2, ..., n repre-

sents an extracted pattern i. The extracted patterns utilizes UMLS semantic categories, therefore,

the resultant patterns are referred as semantic patterns and used to categorize clinical text into RS

and NRS.

The detailed example of the proposed pattern extraction methodology is shown in Figure 4.4.

In the example, we have used concept threshold CT as two; therefore, all the concepts that appear

less than twice is filtered out. The remaining two concepts having occurrences count greater than

or equal to two is the initial candidate concepts. The context window size is selected as three in

the example; therefore, we considered one preceding and following concepts of each candidate
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Algorithm 1: Automatic pattern extraction algorithm
Input : Training Corpus C, UMLS, Concept Threshold CT , Context Window

Threshold CWT
Result: Patterns P = {p1, p2, p3, ..., pn}

1 foreach document d ∈ C do
2 Concepts C ← []
3 Sentences S ← senttokenize(d)
4 foreach sentence si ∈ S do
5 si ← si.lower()
6 Sentence Concepts SC ← wordtokenize(si)
7 SC ← [wj for word wj ∈ SC if !(wj ∈ stopwords.words())]
8 C.append(SC)

9 end
10 Concept Semantics CS ← []
11 foreach concept ciinC do
12 Concept Semantics CS ← tokensemantics(ci, UMLS)
13 end
14 Uniques Concetps UC ← Counter(C).keys()
15 Candidate Concepts CC ← []
16 foreach concept ci ∈ UC do
17 if count(ci) ∈ C > CT then
18 CC.append(ci)
19 end
20 end
21 context Window CW ← []
22 foreach concept Ci ∈ CC do
23 CW.add([ci−n, ..., ci−2, ci−1, ci, ci+1, ci+2, ..., ci+n]) where

i = 1, 2, 3, ...n, ci−1, ci−2, ..., Ci−n Represents the preceding concents and
ci+1, ci+2, ..., ci+n represents the succeeding concept of a candiate concetp ci

24 end
25 foreach cwi ∈ CW do
26 if count(cwi) > CWT then
27 P.append(generatePattern(cwi))
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 return P
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concept. One is selected as the context window threshold; thus, no any context window has been

eliminated. Finally, all the context windows are represented in regular expression form as final

patterns.

In the black hypertensive population, including those with diabetes , a calcium channel blocker or 
thiazide-type diuretic is recommended as initial therapy .Input Sentence

‘black’, ‘hypertensive’, ‘population’, ‘including’, ‘diabetes’, ‘calcium’, ‘channel’, ‘blocker’ ‘thiazide-type’ 
‘diuretic’, ‘recommended’, ‘initial’, ‘therapy’

Preprocessed 
Sentence

[‘black’, ‘Population Group’], [‘hypertensive’, ‘Finding’], [‘population’, ‘Quantitative Concept’], 
[‘including’, ‘Functional Concept’], [‘diabetes’, ‘Disease or Syndrome’], [‘calcium’, ‘Biologically Active 
Substance’], [‘channel’, ‘Spatial Concept’], [‘blocker’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’], [‘thiazide-type’, 
‘Pharmacologic Substance’], [‘diuretic’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’], [‘recommended’, ‘Idea or 
Concept’], [‘initial’, ‘Temporal Concept’], [‘therapy’, ‘Functional Concept’]

Tokens, UMLS 
Concepts

[‘Population Group’ : 1, ‘Finding’: 1, ‘Quantitative Concept’ : 1, ‘Functional Concept’ : 2, ‘Disease or 
Syndrome’ : 1, ‘Biologically Active Substance’ : 1, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’ : 3, ‘Idea or Concept’ : 1, 
‘Temporal Concept’ : 1]

Concepts Count

[‘Functional Concept’ : 2, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’ : 3]Candidate 
Concepts

[‘Quantitative Concept’, ‘Functional Concept’, ‘Disease or Syndrome’], [‘Idea or Concept’, ‘Temporal 
Concept’, ‘Functional Concept’], [‘Spatial Concept’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic 
Substance’], [‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’], 
[‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Idea or Concept’]

Concepts 
Context 

Windows

[‘Quantitative Concept’, ‘Functional Concept’, ‘Disease or Syndrome’], [‘Idea or Concept’, ‘Temporal 
Concept’, ‘Functional Concept’], [‘Spatial Concept’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic 
Substance’], [‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’], 
[‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Pharmacologic Substance’, ‘Idea or Concept’]

Concepts 
Context 

Windows

[.*(Quantitative Concept).*(Functional Concept).*(Disease or Syndrome).*], [.*(Idea or 
Concept).*(Temporal Concept).*(Functional Concept).*], [.*(Spatial Concept).*(Pharmacologic 
Substance).*(Pharmacologic Substance).*], [.*(Pharmacologic Substance).*(Pharmacologic 
Substance).*(Pharmacologic Substance).*], [.*(Pharmacologic Substance).*(Pharmacologic 
Substance).*(Idea or Concept).*]

Final Patterns

Figure 4.4: Semantic pattern extraction example

4.2 Traditional Machine Learning based Classification

The primary focus of this research is to automatically and efficiently extract recommendation

statements from a clinical text and filter out background information using machine learning algo-

rithms. To achieve this goal, we devised an NLP pipeline as depicted in Figure 4.5. The proposed

pipeline accomplished the aforementioned goal in two major steps, it transforms a CPG into a

structured format (Word Vector) and then trained an ensemble learning model that uses the base

classifier including Naı̈ve Base, Generalized Liner Model, Random Forest, Deep Learning, and
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Decision Tree on the generated structured document.

Initially, the clinical sentences along with label are loaded to working space. We used the

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) scheme for the creation of word vector.

The test is prepared for machine processing via various operation ranging from tokenization to

synonyms identification. The input text is split into tokens based on word spacing scheme. The

words of each token are then transformed to its base format using WordNet stemming followed

by Transform Case which converts all tokens to its lower case to maintain symmetry. Some of

the word tokens despite maximum usage in the document may have limited impact known as

stop words removed by filter stopwords. We applied the Part-of-Speech (POS) using PENN Tree

Scheme, employed pattern (NN—NB) to filter the names and verbs used in the input text. As

we notice that the clinical recommendation statements mostly consists of disease/medicine name

and action on them. We also employed the word expansion mechanism to make the word vector

more comprehensive for effective classification. For word expansions, we added synonyms com-

ponent to the pipeline. We used WordNet dictionary for synonyms identification [82]. We used

MeaningCloud services to find and extract aspects of the input text. We created the local copy

of UMLS dictionary at MeaningCloud and then used the APIs services for the aspects/concepts

extraction based on the created dictionary. The aspects/concepts addition to the data increased the

performance of basic classifier as well as ensemble learning base classification as discussed in the

result section. The final outcome of this process is a structured data (word vector) consists of all

tokens of interest along with synonyms and their aspects/concepts. This document/structured data

will be then used for training the machine learning algorithms.

Ensemble learning combines and applies multiple models on the same instance of data to

accurately predict the class label for this instance to reach the final conclusion. The algorithm

considered in this study includes Naı̈ve Bayes, Generalized Liner Model, Random Forest, Deep

Learning, and Decision Tree. The majority voting technique was used to get the final decision. In

this technique, the computed results of each algorithm are analyzed in order to determine the final

class recommended by most of the algorithms. The trained model is then used to classify unseen

text statements to recommendation statement (RS) or non-recommendation statement (NRS).
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Figure 4.5: Machine learning pipeline for text classification

4.3 Deep Learning based Classification

Deep learning has tremendously improved the application of various domain with no exception to

medical domain. However, the primary limitation of these models are, they are data hungry models

and required a bunch of annotated data for training. While in medical domain data annotation

is very complex and expensive which limit the application of these advance models. Also, the

number of classes are very skewed which biased the model towards the majority class. Clinical

experts normally interested in minority classes. This research focuses on these two issues of the

deep learning model to take the advantages of the available advanced AI models. We explored

the application of data augmentation and bootstrapping for the applications of the deep learning

models [83]. We expend the available limited annotated data with skewed class distribution with

various data augmentation techniques including merging various dataset, swapping token positions

and replace tokens with their synonyms.

In the merged data we generate a dataset by combining all existing annotated data set (three in

our case) into a single set. The resultant data set is used for training and testing the deep learning

models. However, as all the datasets are inclined towards non-recommendation sentences, there-

fore, the resultant models are also biased toward the non-recommendation sentences. We cover

this limitation by duplicating the recommendation sentences and replacing their token position.

The resultant data set called swap data is used for the model training and evaluation after split-
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ting into training and test slices. Finally, we generated a third dataset by duplicating the existing

recommendation sentences and replacing their tokens with synonyms using WordNet dictionary.

The resultant dataset called augmented data is evaluated for the application of deep learning mod-

els. The evaluation of various large dataset using data augmentation techniques enable us to get

benefits of the advance AI models such as deep learning even with limited annotated data.



Chapter 5
Causality Mining

Modern medicine and healthcare services have greatly improved the daily human life and yet

they are beleaguered by constant evolution of diseases, newfound scientific discoveries, and state-

of-the-art engineering inventions. This evolution necessitates the use of information technology

in general and natural language processing in particular to mine the plethora of healthcare data,

information, and knowledge sources to form computable resources. As a part of this endeavor, we

present a framework and its novel application for automatically detecting and classifying causal

relationships in healthcare textual data. The framework processes clinical text such as clinical

notes and clinical practice guidelines, to extract causal knowledge for enabling the medical experts

to perform effective diagnosis, treatment, and follow up.

The framework provide four main service categories/modules; Preprocessing, Model Devel-

opment (MD), Causality Mining (CM), and Feedback Loop as depicted in Figure 5.1. The algo-

rithmic steps of the methodology are shown in Algorithm 2. The preprocessing module transforms

the input textual corpora into syntactic enriched sentences which are used by both MD and CM

modules for training and applying casual relationship identification model, respectively. The MD

module extracts causal triples from the annotated dataset and uses various pre-trained models

to self-expand and then generate embedding vectors forming the Causal Trigger Trained Model

(CTTM). This model is then used to mine candidate causal relations from unseen clinical text by

the CM module, subsequently preparing the causal relationships for verification by an expert. A

feedback loop based on the experts’ assessment towards the correctness of each relationship, is

passed to MD for actively improving the CTTM for future applications. Each of these modules is

further discussed in the following subsections.

44
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Figure 5.1: Causality mining workflow

5.1 Preprocessing Module

Real world textual data is considered dirty since it contains many defacto linguistic elements which

may be a part of daily conversations and routine usage between humans but are not understandable

by a computing device. The primary aim of preprocessing is to prepare clinical text for causal

phrase extraction which are then used by the MD module to expand the list of causal triggers and

by the CM module for semantic comparisons.

The first step of this process is to extract individual sentences from the input corpora using the

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [84] sentence tokenizer. Syntactic problems such as redundant

text, unrelated information (Explanations, such as this one, in parenthesis which are useful for

readers but not required for establishing context), and special characters (-, +, , etc) are removed

in the normalization step using regular expression. Each processed sentence is then tokenized into

words using NLTK word tokenizer. Finally, Part Of Speech (POS) tagging is applied on each

word using Standford CoreNLP Parser (version 3.9.2) [75], thereby completing the preprocessing

stage. The syntactically enriched sentences are now ready for causal phrase extraction by the MD

module and semantic comparisons by the CM modules.
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Algorithm 2: Proposed causality mining algorithm
Input : Clinical Documents D, CTTM
Result: Causal Medical Quad MQ = {q1, q2, q3, ..., qn}

1 Bert Models =
M = {nli−base−mean− tokens, nli− large−mean− tokens, nli−base−max−
tokens, nli−larege−max−tokens, nli−base−cls−token, nli−large−cls−token}
foreach document di ∈ D do

2 Triples T ← []
3 Sentences S ← senttokenize(di)
4 foreach sentence si ∈ S do
5 si ← removewordsinbrackets(si)
6 si ← replaceabbreviation(si)
7 si ← normalize(si)
8 tokens← word tokenize(si)
9 POS − tokens← Pos tag(si)

10 T.append(generate triple(postokens))

11 end
12 Causal Quads CQ← []
13 foreach triple tiinT do
14 foreach model miinM do
15 embedding vector ev ← embed(ti,mi)
16 similarity ← max(similarity(ev,mi, CTTM))
17 if similarity > mα then
18 CQ.append(< NP, V P,NP, similarity >)
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 Medical Quads MQ← []
23 foreach cqi ∈ CQ do
24 concept1 ← get concept(cqi, 1)
25 category1 ← get category(concept1)
26 concept2 ← get concept(cqi, 2)
27 category2 ← get category(concept2)
28 if category1 6= NullANDcategory2 6= Null then
29 MQ.append(cqi)
30 end
31 end
32 end
33 return MQ
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5.2 Model Development (MD) Module

The MD module extracts an initial casual trigger list from the syntactically annotated data pro-

duced via preprocessing of the training dataset. This list is then expanded using pre-trained mod-

els, before being converted into embedded vectors and becoming a part of the CTTM. This pro-

cess completes in two steps, Causality Trigger Extraction and Model Training/Evolution, which

are discussed in the following sub-sections.

5.2.1 Causal Trigger Extraction

In stage one causal trigger extraction is used to generate a causal triple of the form <NP, VP, NP>

which can corresponds to either <Cause, Causal Trigger, Effect> or <Effect, Causal Trigger,

Cause>. This process starts by extracting causal triggers which appear as a combination of these

noun phrases and verbs from syntactically enriched sentences (while there may be other sentence

structures corresponding to causal relationships, in this research we are only focused on processing

the aforementioned structures). Since there could be many verbs within each noun, and there can

be multiple phrases within each sentence that qualify as a causal triple, we collect the set of all

verbs within well-defined noun phrases. We then expand the elements (NP and V P ) of the causal

triple using transfer learning technique on a pre-trained model. In the presented approach, we have

applied transfer learning using the pre-trained Google News model, which can be replaced with

by utilizing other expansion techniques such as, synonym search from WordNet dictionary [53],

ConceptNet Numberbatch Model [85], and/or Facebook Fasttext Model [86].

The expansion of each term is restricted to top ten similar words. This choice of selecting

only the top ten similar words is driven by the impact of this selection on quantity of operations

required for embedding vector generation and their subsequent comparisons.

Once the triples have been expanded, we then apply Cartesian product between the two ex-

panded noun phrases (Expansion set of the 1st and 3rd element of the causal triple) and one of the

verb expansion from the causal triple. This increases the number of causal triples, which in turn

increases the scope of causal sentences that can be correctly classified in the testing phase.
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5.2.2 Model Training/Evolution

In stage two, the set of causal triples are converted into embedding vectors using pre-trained BERT

language models. In order to generate the embedding vectors, the three elements of the causal

triple are concatenated by spaces, producing a phrase of the form “NP V NP ”. The collection

of these embedded vectors, forms the Causal Triple Trained Model (CTTM). In our experiments,

which will be discussed in later sections, we compared 6 BERT Natural Language Inference(NLI)

models with mean, max, and cls tokens [87], in terms of their ability to correctly classify causal

sentences, from unseen test dataset. Based on the coverage of causal terms by these models, a

multi-model approach is well suited for the causality mining task. As a result, each causal phrase

is converted into 6 embedding vectors generated via the 6 BERT NLI models. While the space of

the CTTM is increased 6-fold, due to this enhancement, it also provides better semantic matching

performance, which will be discussed in the results section.

5.2.3 Example of Model Development (Training Phase)

An example of this process is shown in Figure 5.2. Starting with a sample sentence from our

training dataset, which contains the annotated cause and effect entities enclosed within e1 and e2

tags in step 1, we applied preprocessing on it. This produced a POS annotated sentence in step 2,

which is used to identify the tagged nouns and verb terms between them in step 3. Each noun term

is further expanded to include the preceding adjectives, if any. Any verb terms outside the tagged

nouns are ignored. As shown in the step 4 “is” and “triggered” are two of the candidate verbs

identified in this process, while “disease” and “ingestion” are their encapsulating noun phrases.

In step 5, each of the participating noun and verb phrase is expanded by identifying their closely

related alternatives. In step 6, we applied Cartesian product on the sets of two nouns and each verb

phrase, producing the set of expanded causal triples. In step 7, the causal triples are converted into

causal phrases, which are then converted into embedding vectors as shown in step 8.
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Step 1. Example Sentence

Celiac <e1>disease</e1> is an inflammatory disorder of the upper small intestine triggered by the <e2>ingestion</e2> of 
wheat, rye, barley, and possibly oat products.

Step 2. Part-of-Speech Tags

Step 3. Causal Entities

disease, is, triggered, ingestion
Step 4. Causal Elements

disease: diseases, infection, Disease, cancer, infections, incurable_disease, mosquito_borne_disease, … is: was, isn'ta, 
seems, Is, becomes, appears, remains, іѕ, makes, isn_`_t  triggered: sparked, triggering, precipitated, spurred, prompted, 
provoked, …, Ingestion: ingesting, ingested, ingest, excretion, toxicity, inhalation, …

Step 5. Expansions

<disease, triggered, ingestion>, <infection, triggered, ingestion>, < disease, is, inflammatory disorder >, … , <cancer, is, 
inflammatory disorder>, <infections, triggered, ingestion>, …

Step 6. Causal Tipples

[‘disease triggered ingestion’, ‘infection triggered ingestion’,  ‘disease is inflammatory disorder’, … , ‘cancer is inflammatory 
disorder’, ‘infections triggered ingestion’, …]

Step 7. Causal Phrases

[[ 0.6835734  -0.15927038  0.66193146 ... -0.64258146 -0.6853177 0.23629631]  [ 0.65068644  0.07523703  0.64336455 
... -0.61406326 -0.48797414  0.32147104] … [ 0.15254696 -0.14549486  0.65573776 ... -0.6533637  -0.4773264 
0.22631234] [ 0.15162535  0.2504582   0.1377482  ... -0.8134055   0.07412582 0.6503178 ] [ 0.7318822  -0.06919297  
0.63599765 ... -0.48420542 -0.44523978  0.3177406 ]…]

Step 8. Causal Embedding

Figure 5.2: Training causal trigger extraction example

5.3 Causality Mining (CM) Module

The CM module is used for application of the CTTM on unseen, preprocessed test data, for classi-

fying candidate phrases as causal or non-causal. This module utilizes three steps Candidate Triple

Extraction, Causal Candidate Classification, and Triple Semantic Analysis, which are described in

following sub-sections.

5.3.1 Candidate Triple Extraction

In the first step, starting with preprocessed sentences from unseen text, the Candidate Triple Ex-

tractor, identifies the candidate triples. These candidate triples are obtained by collecting all pos-

sible phrases of the form <NP, VP, NP> within each preprocessed sentence. This operation is

performed in linear order to collect various candidate causal phrases within each sentence, thus
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increasing the total number of candidates but greatly reducing the size of individual phrases. For

sentences with more than one verb in a sentence, the noun phrases with longer dependencies are

discarded. This is to maintain context of the nouns with their nearest verb phrase for matching

with our causality identification patterns of SVO. An example of this process is shown in Fig-

ure 5.3, where the sentence from step 1, is pre-processed in step 2, before candidate triples for

the same are generated in step 3. The candidate triples are then converted into candidate phrases

(“NP V NP ”), before the 6 BERT pre-trained models convert each of these into 6 embedded

vectors.

1. Example Sentence

Germs are microscopic organisms that cause sickness or disease.

2. Part-of-Speech Tags

<germs, are, microscopic organisms>
<germs, are, sickness>
<germs, are, disease>

< microscopic organisms, cause, sickness>
< microscopic organisms, cause, disease>

3. Candidate Triples

Figure 5.3: Training causal trigger extraction example

5.3.2 Causal Candidate Classification

Next, we apply the Causal Trigger Trained Model(CTTM) to classify the candidate embedded

vectors generated in the previous step, as being causal or non-causal. The CTTM contains em-

bedding vectors for 6 BERT models, which all participate in the causality classification operation,

using cosine distance measure to solve this 2-class problem. Each of the BERT model, classifies

a candidate triple as causal if the max similarity score is above αi (where i is the index, corre-

sponding to one of the six models, and αi is computed using the threshold selection methodology
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presented in 7.2.2). The causal triple thus identified is expanded by including the similarity score,

as a fourth member, thus transforming the triple into a quad of form < NP, V P,NP, [scorei] >.

Where scorei, represents the similarity measure of a participating BERT model. These quads are

then filtered using minimum similarity threshold. For 6 BERT models, presented in the Section

7.2, a candidate triple is thus classified as causal if at-least one model classifies it as causal. Ad-

ditionally, the minimum value of scorei, greater than or equal to αi is retained as the similarity

score of the candidate triple. In this way, we can determine the minimum similarity of a candidate

triple with most participating models. The final set of quad thus produced, pertains to causally

classified instances only and is of the form < NP, V P,NP,min (scorei) >.

5.3.3 Triple Semantic Analyzer

The resulting set of quads, thus pertains to our classified positive class (causal) instances. While

it may be possible to judge the classified instances, by extending the test data annotation of the

sentence to the causal phrase, it is better to validate the classified instances from the expert.

In order to support the expert, with maximum information about the classified instances (since

conversion from corpus to sentence and then to candidate phrases removes a large part of their

context), we extend each NP in the classified quad, with its associated Concept Unique Identifier

(CUI) and semantic type using the UMLS REST API1. This allows the system to identify if

at-least one of the participating terms is semantically related to any medical terminology. If both

terms do not have any corresponding concepts in UMLS, then it is also filtered out. The generation

of this syntactically and semantically expanded set of classified instances then completes the

process of lexical analysis and classification of the unseen clinical text.

5.4 Feedback Loop

A feedback loop allows the expert to validate the classified instances produced by the MD module

by using the semantic information expanding the noun phrases of the causal quads and the similar-

ity score. The expert can indicate a phrase as causal or non-causal, providing a basis for updating
1https://documentation.uts.nlm.nih.gov/rest/home.html
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the CTTM. This model evolution is acheived by generating the embedding vector for each of the

expert validated causal classified instances, using BERT pre-trained models and simply appending

the same to the training embedding vector list. Additionally, the phrases marked as non-causal, are

added to a causal blocklist, which is then converted into an embedded vector, and compared with

the vector lists of the CTTM. For each training embedding vector in the CTTM, if the similarity

threshold with the blocklist embedded vector is greater than αi, it is removed from the list. Ini-

tially, this lookup table is kept empty and as the expert identifies the correctness of causal phrases,

it grows to include the correct phrases and discards similar non-causal phrases, for each of the six

models. In this way, the CTTM evolves with each iteration and improves upon the previous results

using expert feedback.

We validated the soundness of the proposed methodology by applying it on various datasets,

and also compared the results with existing studies. As mentioned earlier, previous studies on

causality classification have mainly focused on the creation and utilization of expert-generated

rules. However, in a recent study [65], the authors presented a methodology, driven by the sim-

ilarity between word embeddings, to classify instances from the same datasets we have used for

evaluations. Their methodology is based on the identification of causal verbs between two labeled

entities, followed by conversion of these verbs and those within the test data set into embedding

vectors using Word2Vec. The embedding vectors are then compared using cosine similarity. If

the similarity between the two vectors is greater than 0.5, the authors classify the verb from test

instances as causal and add these verbs into the set of causal verbs used for subsequent matches.

Finally using expert’s rules, the authors classify the instance into one of the four different causality

relationships (subject causes object, subject is the result of object, attribute relation, and certain

relationship). The results presented by the authors indicate good performance of their model in

comparison to two previous studies [54] and [57]. While the results presented by the authors in

their manuscript are interesting, in their original form, they are incomparable to our results. We

therefore, created an implementation of the Ning’s strategy [65] to classify causal triples as causal

or non-causal and compared the same with our results. During this implementation, we have

utilized the same seed verb list, as presented by the authors in their research work, maintained

the same similarity threshold value of 0.5, and followed the same design to classify each verb as
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causal. For any triple, where the verb was classified as causal, the triple is also considered as

causal. The results comparison is shown in Section 7.2.9.



Chapter 6
Rules Generation

The output triples of solution two, presented in Chapter 5, represent concepts connected through

causality relationships. The direction of the causality can be either <cause, trigger, effect> or

<effect, trigger, cause>. As our final goal is to produce production rules as for output. The rules

follow IF condition(s) THEN conclusion format. The condition part represents cause(s), while

the conclusion part represents the possible effect. Therefore, we can map the extracted triples

to production rules as causal triples consist of both causes as well as their effects. However, in

the production rule, a condition consists of three modules as key, operator, and value, while the

extracted causal triples only consist of causal phrases which act as the key of the condition. This

makes a gap between the extracted causal triples and the targeted output. This chapter deals with

the identification of possible operator and value part of a rule to bridge the gap and produce a set

of production rules.

IF Condition-Key Operator Condition-Value THEN Conclusion

Source 
Identification

Neighbor Tokens 
Identification

Concept Operator 
Identification

Concept Value 
Identification

Concept Negation 
detection

Condition 
Generation

Rule Generation

o Using NLP Parser (Name 
Entity Recognition)

o UMLS “Quantitative 
Concept” Categoryo Using NLP Parser 

(Name Entity 
Recognition) 

o UMLS “Quantitative 
Concept” Category

Concept Operator Value

o Using NegEx Algorithm 
for negation detection

Extended Causal Triples
<Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase, Metadata>

<cause, trigger, effect, metadata>
<effect, trigger, cause, metadata>

<Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase, Metadata>

Figure 6.1: Rules generation workflow
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6.1 Concepts Operator and Value Identification

To bridge the gap, we devise a methodology as shown in Figure 6.1 for causal concept operator

and value identification. The proposed methodology is inspired by EXTEND a tool used for

numerical value extraction from EMR data [68]. We evaluate the source sentences of the triples

for both operator and value extraction. The steps required are described as follows.

• Source Sentence Identification: The context of a causal concept can provide the details

including possible operator and value. The context can be built from the souring tokens,

therefore, we keep track of the source sentence of each triple during the triple generation

process. Each triple has its source context in the form of a complete sentence to be evaluated

for an operator as well as value extraction.

• Neighbor Tokens Identification: A sentence can have multiple causal phrases, therefore

we considered neighbor tokens for evaluation. This is to maintain the context of the causal

noun with their nearest tokens. In the case where a sentence consists of only one causal

phrase all tokens are considered for evaluation, while in other cases, only the nearest tokens

with the causal phrase are considered as neighbor tokens.

• Concept Operator Identification: We apply two techniques for concepts’ possible oper-

ator identification. First, we parse the source sentence with the Stanford NLP parser [75]

to check the source sentence tokens POS tags, named entities, basic and enhanced depen-

dencies. The evaluation enables us to identify and evaluate the relevant tokens surrounding

the causal concept. The comparative token in the neighborhood of the causal concept is

considered as the operator of the causal concept. Second, we identify the semantic type

of each token of the source sentence from UMLS dictionary. The neighbor tokens having

semantic type as “Quantitative Concept” are set as the possible operator. However if there

is no comparative token we set “=” as the default operator for the causal concept.

• Concept Value Identification: The same procedure as mentioned in the above bullet point

is followed for valued identification. However, out target here is to find the value, therefore,

we focused on the “NUMBER” tag of the named entity recognition result of the Stanford
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parser [75]. The neighbor “NUMBER” tagged token of a concept is set as the possible

value of the causal concept. Similarly, from the UMLS semantic types, we considered

“Quantitative Concept” tagged token as the possible value. However if we didn’t found any

value we set the default value to “true”.

• Concept Negation Detection: The concepts mentioned in a clinical text may not always

represent its presence, it can also reflect the absence if coupled with negation term. The

negation identification is critically important in the clinical domain as it reflects the com-

plete opposite meaning of the concept. Therefore, we adopt a widely used negation detection

algorithm NegEx [88] for concept negation detection. A negated concept affects our iden-

tified operator in the condition. For example, a concept has operator “=” we detect that the

concept is used in negation so the operator will be updated to ”!=”. Similarly, the operator

will be modified by adding “!” for negated concepts.

• Condition Generation: The causal concept, identified operator, and value are set into the

production rule condition part. This will represent a condition as “concept operation value”

which complete the rule condition.

• Rule Generation: The identified condition and associated effect concept are set into pro-

duction rule format. However, each rule consists of only one condition and its effect because

we transform each triple into a condition. While in reality, a rule may consist of multiple

conditions. As mentioned earlier, a sentence can produce multiple triples, therefore, we

combine rules having the same source sentences. This process reduced the number of rules

but increase their effectiveness and make them applicable in the real field.

6.2 Example of Concepts Operator and Value Identification

The realization of the operator and value identification and extraction is demonstrated for an ex-

ample triple in Figure 6.2. The example triple < Plasma glucose, diagnosed, diabetes> with the

casual concept “plasma glucose” and effect concept “diabetes” is processed with the aforemen-

tioned steps to generate a production rule. The targeted triple is extracted from the “Patient with
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01 Source Sentence Identification:
Patient with hyperglycemic crisis and a plasma glucose at or above 200, should be diagnosed with diabetes

02 Neighbor Tokens Identification:
Patient with hyperglycemic crisis and a plasma glucose at or above 200, should be diagnosed with diabetes

03 Concept Operator Identification:
Patient with hyperglycemic crisis and a plasma glucose at or above 200, should be diagnosed with diabetes

04 Concept Value Identification:
Patient with hyperglycemic crisis and a plasma glucose at or above 200, should be diagnosed with diabetes

05 Concept Negation Detection:
Patient with hyperglycemic crisis and a plasma glucose at or above 200, should be diagnosed with diabetes

06 Rule Generation:
IF Plasma glucose >= 200 THEN diabetes

Extended Causal Triples
<Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase, Metadata>

<cause, trigger, effect, metadata>
<effect, trigger, cause, metadata>

<cause, trigger, effect>
<Plasma glucose, diagnosed, diabetes, Metadata>

IF Plasma glucose >= 200 THEN diabetes
IF Cause Operator Value THEN effect

Figure 6.2: Example of rules generation from causal triples

hyperglycemic crisis and a plasma glucose at or above 200, should be diagnosed with diabetes”

sentence, therefore, we need to evaluate this sentence for operator and value identification. The

neighbor tokens window is set to five tokens. The tokens shown in red color in the Figure 6.2

are the neighbor tokens of the target concept “plasma glucose”. The source sentence is parsed

with the Stanford NLP Parser [75] as shown in Figure 6.3. As we can see from the named entity

recognition module of the parser, the number along with the operator is correctly identified in the

source sentence. Therefore, we pick the operator and value for the rule condition. We also check

the neighbors’ semantic type from UMLS for “Quantitative Concept” to verify the correctness of

the identified values. The example sentence is also evaluated for “plasma glucose” negation. As

the causal concept is not used in negation, therefore the operator remains the same as identified

earlier. Finally, the target concept and identified operator and value are set into the condition of

the rule, while the effect of the triple is set to the conclusion part of the rule. The rule “IF plasma

glucose ≥ 200 THEN diabetes” is generated as the final result for the triple.

The same process is repeated for all identified causal triples. As highlighted earlier, the resul-

tant rules will have only one condition as shown in Figure 6.2. Rules acquired from triples with

the same source sentences can be combined. Therefore, we combined the condition of the same
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Figure 6.3: Example sentence parsed via the Stanford parser

sourced sentence rules with a similar conclusion. The resultant rules with multiple conditions can

better assist in clinical decision-making as clinicians prefer to evaluate multiple conditions before

taking any clinical decision.

6.3 An End-to-End Example

The end-to-end realization and techniques used at each step of the proposed methodology is shown

in Figure 6.4. The methodology takes clinical document(s) as input and processes it through six

major steps for knowledge acquisition. Step one splits the input documents into sentences via

NLTK sentence tokenizer. Step two evaluates each sentence and tags it as a recommendation or

non-recommendation sentence based on the presented information of the sentence. This step uses

one of the classification method presented in the Chapter 4. The recommendation tagged sentences

are further processed for knowledge acquisition. We processed the example recommendation

sentence “Patient with hyperglycemia or hyperglycemic crisis, and a plasma glucose >= 200,

diagnosed with diabetes” to clarify the input and out of each step involved in the knowledge
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acquisition process.

Knowledge Creation Semantic Analyzer
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Docs
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Sentence 
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Sentence 
Classification
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hyperglycemic crisis, and a 

plasma glucose >= 200, 

diagnosed with diabetes

Recommendation sentence

['Patient', 'with', 'hyperglycemia', 'or', 

'hyperglycemic', 'crisis', ',', 'and', 'a', 

'plasma', 'glucose', '>', '=', '200', ',', 

'diagnosed', 'with', 'diabetes']

Tokenized sentences
[('Patient', 'NN'), ('with', 'IN'), ('hyperglycemia', 
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'NNP'), ('200', 'CD'), (',', ','), 

('diagnosed', 'VBN'), 

('with', 'IN'), ('diabetes', 

'NNS')]

Verbs in a sentence

[<Patient, diagnosed, 

diabetes>, 

<hyperglycemia, 

diagnosed, diabetes>, 

<hyperglycemic crisis, 

diagnosed, diabetes>, 

<plasma glucose, 

diagnosed, diabetes>]

Triples

[Patient diagnosed diabetes, hyperglycemia 

diagnosed diabetes, hyperglycemic crisis diagnosed 

diabetes, plasma glucose diagnosed diabetes]

Triple phrases

Triple 
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Triple 

embedding

Triple phrase 

generator

[[ 0.07587606  0.23822191  0.98062086 ... 

-0.14764315 -0.22883931  0.06603436]  [ 

0.2671874   0.53521484  0.08499914 ... -

0.81627405  0.17908229    0.16532472]  [ 

0.19508424  0.435315    0.24780586 ... -

0.6126901  -0.09460557 0.19006261]  [-

0.06813297  0.42990837  0.41941938 ... -

0.60961133  0.0201221  0.2823316 ]]

Triple Embedding

[hyperglycemia diagnosed 

diabetes, hyperglycemic crisis 
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Causal Triples

11 22

Tokenizer POS Tagger

33

44

55

Rule Generator

Conclusion 

Identifier

Condition 

Identifier

66

Triples

[hyperglycemia = Yes, 

hyperglycemic crisis = Yes,

plasma glucose >= 200]

Condition Phrase

[Diabetes]

Action Phrase

IF hyperglycemia = Yes AND 

hyperglycemic crisis = Yes AND  plasma 

glucose >= 200 THEN Diabetes

Rules

Knowledge

base

Clinical Text

Causal 
Triples

No. Techniques

1 NLTK Sentence Tokenizer

2 Pattern based OR ML based OR Deep Learning based 

classification 

3
NLTK word Tokenizer

NLTK POS Tagger

4

‘NN’, ‘NNS’, ‘NNP’, ‘NNPS’ POS Tag with neighbor ‘JJ’

'VB', 'VBD', 'VBG', 'VBN', 'VBP', 'VBZ‘ POS Tags

<Noun, Verb, Noun>

5

Concatenate triple by space

6 BERT NLI models

Cosine Similarity based multi-model classification

6

Cause phrase with nearest Quantitative terms

Effect phrase

IF Cause(s) THEN Effects

Components Output

Figure 6.4: An end-to-end example of the proposed methodology

Step three performs text pre-processing on the recommendation sentence. The pre-processing

includes tokenization which breaks down the sentence into tokens, and POS tagging where each

token is tagged with its most appropriate POS tag using NLTK POS Tagger. This produced POS-

tagged tokens of the sentence as output. Step four aims to generate triples of the form < Noun

Phrase, Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase> out of the POS tagged sentence. Therefore, it looks at the POS

tags of each token to locate noun and verb-tagged tokens. The sentence tokens tagged with “NN”,

“NNS”, “NNP”, or “NNPS” are considered noun phrases in our study. Similarly, “VB”, “VBD”,

“VBG”, “VBN”, “VBP”, or “VBZ” tagged tokens are considered verb phrase of the sentence.

All possible combinations of the verb phrase encapsulated by the noun phrases are captured as

candidate triples. The aforementioned example sentence produced four candidate triples as shown

in step four of the Figure 6.4. The generated candidate triples are produced as output of this step

and passed to subsequent steps for further processing.

Step five classifies each candidate triples into a causal or non-causal triple. Therefore, it con-

catenates triples elements into a single phrase. The elements of triples are concatenated via space

character to make it eligible for phrase bases embedding generation. The generated phrases are
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transformed into embedding vectors using six BERT models. The generated embeddings are com-

pared with each model’s corresponding causal triple embeddings to measure the similarity of the

triple. Each model tags the triple as causal if its similarity is greater than a threshold value, non-

causal otherwise. Finally, a triple tagged as casual by at least one BERT model is considered as

causal triple. Among the four candidate triples produced from the example sentence, three triples

were tagged as causal by at least one model while there is only one triple “<Patient, diagnosed,

diabetes>” classified as non-causal by all six BERT models. As we can see the identified non-

causal triple has no causal relation between the concept “patient” and “diabetes” which indicates

our models are able to correctly distinguish between causal and non-causal concepts.

Finally, the extracted casual triples are evaluated for rule generation at step six of the methodol-

ogy. As all three triples follow< cause, trigger, effect> format. Therefore, the first concept (cause

concept) is set as the rule condition key while the second concept (effect) is set as the conclusion

of the rule. The source sentence is evaluated to find the operator and value of the causal concept.

In the example sentence two of the causal concepts “hyperglycemia”, and “Hyperglycemic crisis”

are having no quantitative concept and negation clue in their neighborhood therefore, their opera-

tors are set to “=” and values as “Yes”. The third concept “plasma glucose” has comparative token

“>=” as well as quantitative token “200” therefore, its operator and value is to “>=”, and “200”,

respectively. Since all the triples are generated from a single sentence, and the conclusion part of

all three triples are same as “diabetes”. Therefore, we combined all three rules into a single rule as

”IF hyperglycemia = Yes AND hyperglycemic crisis = Yes AND plasma glucose >= 200 THEN

Diabetes”. The extracted rule is stored into the knowledge base to be used by human experts or

automated healthcare systems for better clinical decisions.



Chapter 7
Results and Evaluation

As described, the proposed methodology consists of three main parts/solutions, therefore, this

chapter provides the results and evaluation of each solution in the following sections.

7.1 Text Classification Results

7.1.1 Text Classification Dataset

We evaluated the proposed sentence classification methodology based on the system’s accuracy.

The dataset used for this module consists of three guidelines including Hypertension [78], Rhi-

nosinusitis [89], and chapter 4 of the asthma guideline [90]. Each sentence of the guidelines is

annotated by physician as Condition-Action (CA), Condition Consequences (CC), Action (A), or

Not Applicable (NA). However, we considered CA, CC, and A tagged as recommendation sen-

tences RS while NA tagged sentences as NRS. The expert provided label of each sentence is

considered a ground truth label and compared with system generated label for evaluating the ac-

curacy of the methodology. As shown in the Table 7.1, the hypertension guideline consists of 78

recommendation sentences out of 278 sentences, rhinosinusitis contains of 151 recommendation

sentences among 761, and Asthma has total 53 recommendation and 118 non-recommendation

sentences.

Table 7.1: Details of text classification dataset
Guideline Total Sentence Recommendation Sentences Non-Recommendation Sentences

Hypertension 278 78 (28.06%) 200 (71.94%)
Rhinosinusitis 761 151 (19.84%) 610 (80.16%)
Asthma 171 53 (30.99%) 118 (69.01%)

61
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7.1.2 Pattern based Classification Results

We used 70% of the hypertension guideline for manual pattern extraction and machine learning

based salient term extraction, while the remaining 30% of the hypertension guideline were used

for pattern evaluation. Furthermore, we evaluated the extracted patterns on Rhinosinusitis [89]

and chapter 4 of asthma guideline [90] to check the generalization and accuracy of the extracted

patterns. The manual as well machine based processing of the CPGs required text preprocessing to

clean and prepare the CPG content. The preprocessing steps required for KEs were simple, and the

only requirement was to split the CPG documents into sentences. However, the preprocessing steps

required for machine learning models are more impactful in terms of the final model accuracy and

the number of salient terms. We compared the models with applying feature selection techniques

and without feature selection. We used the information gain ratio to assign a weight to features

and selected top k features. As mentioned earlier, the value of k highly affects the model accuracy

and the salient terms considered by the model. Therefore, we tested the model on different values

of k. The detail of k values and their effects on the accuracy of the decision tree model is shown

in Figure 7.1. As shown in Figure 7.1, initially the accuracy was increasing gradually with an

increment of k value. From k = 40 to k = 79 the accuracy remained stable with maximum

value, while accuracy started to decrease as the value of k increased from 79. The accuracy of

the decision tree model in maximum at k = 40. Therefore, we selected top 40 features for model

training i.e. k = 40. The accuracy starts decreasing due to less relevant terms consideration as k

approaches beyond 79.

To extract salient term from the trained white box machine learning models, we evaluated our

trained models: decision tree, rule induction, and gradient boosted tree with and without feature

selection on the hypertension [78], rhinosinusitis [89] and chapter 4 of asthma guideline [90]. The

models achieved classification accuracy as given in Figure 7.2. Where graph (a) represents model

accuracies when features selection was not performed and (b) represents accuracies with features

selection. Based on the results shown in Figure 7.2, the accuracy of the model increases with

feature selection. Also, the final generated model changes the extracted salient terms.

As described, we have three types of patterns; heuristics patterns, POS based patterns, and

UMLS based patterns. The CPGs sentence classification accuracy of each approach is given in the
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Figure 7.1: Top k features and the model accuracy
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Figure 7.2: Models accuracy without and with features selection

subsequent subsections.

Heuristic Patterns Results

The heuristic pattern-based method without considering the salient terms list gives 84.93% accu-

racy on the test dataset (30% of the hypertension guideline). The results showed that the extracted
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patterns work well on the test dataset. The extracted patterns, given in Table 4.2 of chapter 4, were

also applied on Rhinosinusitis [89] and chapter 4 of asthma [90] guidelines to evaluate the accu-

racy of the extracted patterns. Our proposed method achieved an accuracy of 71.93%, 75.56%,

and 84.93% on asthma [90], Rhinosinusitis [89], and Hypertension [78], guidelines, respectively,

as depicted in Figure 7.3(a). When the patterns were reevaluated by considering machine learning

extracted salient terms, KEs updated the patterns as shown in Table 4.4 of chapter 4 that result

increase in accuracy to 73.29%, 74.37%, and 86.04% in asthma [90], Rhinosinusitis [89], and

Hypertension [78], guidelines, respectively as shown in Figure 7.3(b).
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Figure 7.3: Extracted patterns accuracy

The heuristic patterns performed well on the testing part (remaining 30% ) of the hypertension

guideline [78]. However, the accuracy decreased by 12.75% on the other two guidelines i.e.,

asthma and rhinosinusitis. The primary reason for this low accuracy was the diverse format of the

guidelines. One CPG uses different words and their sequence for representing the same concepts

as the others. Therefore, to overcome this issue and to maintain accuracy, we added the POS based

patterns into the proposed technique.

POS Patterns Results

In the POS based pattern technique, we combined the POS tags with clue words of the RS sen-

tences. Because the combination of POS tags and the clue words increased the system accuracy.

To evaluate the accuracy of the technique, all three guidelines (asthma, rhinosinusitis, and hy-

pertension) were used in the experiment, and we achieved an accuracy of 71.86%, 73.67%, and
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85.45%, respectively, as shown in Figure 7.3(c).

The results of Figure 7.3(c) depicts that the POS-based pattern did not perform well than the

heuristic patterns. However, POS patterns are applicable on all CPGs irrespective of the CPG

format. We achieved better accuracy than the POS without clue words, the primary reason was the

generalization of the patterns along with clue words. However, some of the clue words may not

be used in different guidelines. Therefore, a complete and generic solution is required to resolve

the aforementioned problem. To remove this deficiency, we merged UMLS based patterns into

the proposed technique, which increased the system accuracy. The detailed results of the UMLS

pattern are described in the following subsection.
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Figure 7.4: Combined patterns accuracy with and without salient terms.

UMLS Patterns

The UMLS patterns, given in Table 4.7, classified recommendation sentences with the accuracy

of 74.27%, 82.57%, and 87.67% for asthma, rhinosinusitis, and hypertension guidelines, respec-

tively, as shown in Figure 7.3(d). The reason for the improvement of accuracy was the UMLS

concepts used in the recommendation sentences. Mostly, the recommendation sentences use tags
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of ”Population Group”, and ”Pharmacologic Substance”; therefore, UMLS based patterns can

easily recognize these sentences and increase the accuracy of the systems’ classification.

After individual evaluation, we combined all three techniques and evaluated asthma, Rhinos-

inusitis, and Hypertension guidelines before providing salient terms and after providing salient

terms. Before using salient terms the extracted patterns achieved the accuracy of 76.92%, 84.63%,

and 89.16%, respectively, as shown in Figure 7.4(a). However, after using salient terms the pat-

terns accuracy increased to 78.89%, 85.32%, and 92.07%, respectively, as shown in Figure 7.4(b).

Here each sentence was evaluated by the three types of patterns and tagged independently. A

sentence tagged by one or more techniques was finally considered as an RS sentence otherwise

NRS.

As shown in Figure 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 the feature selection, salient terms, and combined patterns

increased the classification accuracy, respectively. However, we performed a non-paramatric p-

value test to check the significance of the improvements [91]. The improvement shown in Figure

7.2 via feature selection (hereafter Model FS) compared to without feature selection (hereafter

Model WFS) is evaluated with a threshold value of .05 under the following hypothesis.

• Null hypothesis H0: Model FS isn’t better than Model WFS

• Alternate hypothesis H1: FS is better than WFS

The calculated p-value for the above hypothesis is .035, which is less than the threshold value

of .05. Therefore, it rejects the null hypothesisH0 and conclude that model FS is better than WFS.

Similarly, we calculated the p-vale for other two cases, with and without salient terms 7.3, and

combined vs individual patterns 7.4 with resulted value of .038 and .040, respectively. Hence the

p-values showed the improvement caused by feature selection, salient terms, and combination of

heuristics, POS, and UMLS patterns are statistically significant.

Text Classification Evaluation

The proposed technique is evaluated and compared with existing classical and advanced machine

learning models. In classical models, we targeted zeroR, Naive Bayes, J48, and Random Forest

as shown in 7.5 (a), while in advanced models, our focused algorithms are neural network (CNN),
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long short-term memory (LSTM) and Bi-directional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) as shown in 7.5 (b). In

the deep learning models, inspired from [26, 92], we used embedding size to 1776, adam opti-

mizer, binary cross-entropy as loss function, and set dropout value to 0.5. In classical models,

ZeroR achieved 69%, Naive Bayes 69%, J48 67%, and Random Forest achieved an accuracy of

67% on ashtma guideline, however, the proposed approach achieved higher accuracy of 78.89%.

Similarly, the accuracies of these algorithms on Rhinosinusitis guideline were, 80%, 80%, 81%,

84%, respectively, while the proposed technique performed better with accuracy of 85.32%. Like-

wise, the proposed algorithm correctly classified Hypertension CPG sentence with an accuracy of

90.07%, which is higher than all classical models as depicted in 7.5 (a). The improved results of

the proposed methodology are mainly due to the relevant patterns execration, by combining expert

heuristics with machine learning techniques, and the generalization of the patterns through POS,

and UMLS techniques.
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Figure 7.5: Extracted patterns evaluation

In advanced models, the accuracy of CNN is 72.72%, LSTM is 65.90%, Bi-LSTM is 68.82%,

and the proposed system is 78.89% on asthma guideline. On Rhinosinusitis CPG, the accuracies

were 84.38%, 81.15%, 84.04%, and 85.32%, respectively. While, in the Hypertension guideline,

our proposed approach showed better results than the advance machine learning models, which is

90.07% higher than 71.42%, 74.29, and 77.14% as shown in 7.5 (b). The results obtained from the

deep learning models surpassed the classical models in terms of accuracy. However, the proposed

technique performed better than deep learning models. This is mainly due to the fact that deep

learning models are data hungry models and required a large training data than the provided one.
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7.1.3 Traditional Machine Learning based Classification Results

We evaluate, the application of machine learning for clinical text classification using Rapid Miner

studio [93]. The algorithms evaluated for the task includes Naive Bayes, Generalized Linear

Model, Deep learning (a shallow model), Decision Tree, Random Forest, and their ensemble. We

already compared some of these models with our pattern based approach as shown in Figure 7.5.

However, the major concern here is to explore the effect of feature extension on the performance

of these models as discussed in Section 4.2. We performed multiple experiments with different

settings on annotated hypertension CPG [78] consists of 78 recommendation statements among

total 278 statements. The CPG was split into 70% and 30% for training and testing part. The

training part of the CPG consist of total 195 statements including 58 recommendation statements.

While the testing part consists of total 83 statements including 20 recommendation statements.

The trained models were also validated on Rhinosinusitis CPG [89] to authenticate the perfor-

mance (in term of accuracy) of the models.

The experiment that outperformed among others achieved the best accuracy of 79.82% by En-

semble Learner algorithm as shown in Figure 7.6(a). In this experiment, we used TF-IDF for word

vector generation, Non Letters for tokenization, WordNet for stemming and English stopwords

were filtered out. In the filter tokens component, we observed from multiple experiments that the

NN and NB tokens have the maximum contribution in achieving the accurate result. Therefore, we

filter out all other tokens. We find the synonyms of the remaining token using WordNet dictionary.

However, in this experiment the aspects/concepts for input dataset were not included.
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(a) Results achieved by each algorithm without aspects. (b) Results achieved by each algorithm with aspects.

Figure 7.6: Machine Learning Models Classification Results
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The experiment was repeated with the same setting as earlier but we also find and include

aspects because clinical guidelines describe clinical scenarios and normally uses clinical termi-

nology specific to a target disease. To extend the scope of the mechanism to be applicable on any

CPG irrespective of the target disease we find the category (Aspect/Concepts) by utilizing UMLS

medical dictionary. The final structured data generated is consists of word tokens, their synonyms

and their aspect along with occurrence frequency. We trained and tested machine learning mod-

els. The models considered for the study includes Naı̈ve Bayes, Generalized Liner Model, Deep

Learning, Decision Tree, Random Forest, and Ensemble Learner as shown in Figure 7.6(b). The

models achieved 82.10%, 74.40%, 66.70%, 66.70%, 74.40%, and 83.94% accuracies respectively.

7.1.4 Deep Learning based Classification Results

As mentioned, the datasets used for training (70% of the hypertension guideline) have a small

number of sentences, and the distribution between recommendation and non-recommendation sen-

tences is also very biased towards non-recommendation. Therefore, data-hungry models like deep

learning models did not perform well as shown in 7.5 (b). To overcome this deficiency, We checked

the applications of these advanced models with a large datasets by bootstrapping our dataset. Three

different experiments using bootstrapping and data balancing techniques were performed and the

results obtained are shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Evaluation of proposed method on large datasets

Initially, we merged all three datasets given in Table 7.1 resulted in a comparatively large and

an imbalanced dataset of 1210 sentences with 282 recommendation and 928 non-recommendation
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sentences. We named the generated dataset as ”Merged Data”. The application of classical and

advanced machine learning models on this dataset is shown in Figure 7.7 (a) and (b), respec-

tively. Among the classical model, decision tree (J48) model performed the best at an accuracy of

77.19%, but still bellow the proposed technique which stands at 81.63%. While in deep learning

models CNN achieved 77.69%, LSTM 76.86%, and Bi-LSTM surpassed the proposed technique

by 0.39%. The merged dataset is more inclined toward non-recommendation sentences, there-

fore, the trained models are also biased toward the non-recommendation sentence. We overcome

dataset biases by duplicating the number of RS sentences, and swap theirs tokens, repeatedly. The

resultant dataset referred to as ”Swap Data” in Figure 7.7 consist of 846 RS and 929 NRS of 1775

sentences. The evaluation results of classical and deep learning models on Swap Data are reflected

in Figure 7.7, where the Naive Bayes achieved the highest accuracy of 76.95% in classical models

while Bi-LSTM achieved highest accuracy of 79.88% in deep learning model compared to 77.61%

accuracy of the proposed technique.

Duplicating instances and swapping tokens may not be an efficient approach for trained a

generalized model. Therefore, we balanced and enlarge the dataset by data augmentation [83],

where we generated various RS sentences from the existing RS sentences by replacing word tokens

with their synonyms. The resultant dataset referred to as ”Augmented Data” in Figure 7.7 consists

of 846 RS, 929 NRS sentences. The application of classical and deep learning models on the

augmented data is shown in Figure Figure 7.7 where the naive based remains at top , however

its accuracy dropped to 73.03%, while the proposed method accuracy dropped to 74.97% highest

in the classical models. Similar to the previous cases, Bi-LSTM remains at top by achieving an

accuracy of 83.05%, 8.08% higher than the proposed technique. Despite better performance of

deep learning models, the tree based and pattern based approaches are preferred in real clinical

practices. Because the pattern based approaches performs well on small datasets compared to

deep learning models as observed from results in Figure 7.5 (b). Additionally, clinical decision

making needs transparent solutions to enhance the physicians satisfaction. However, the pattern

based decision making is traceable instead of deep learning models.
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7.2 Causality Mining Results

7.2.1 Experimental Setup

The causality mining methodology presented in Chapter 5, represents a theoretical framework

for identifying causal relationships in unstructured text. In order to build a sound realization of

this framework, it is pertinent to identify the concrete models and algorithms, which can locally

optimize each component, providing intermediate results with high performance and in turn amal-

gamate the workflows, providing a global optimal result for causality mining. Through various

experiments we evaluated the impact of causal term expansion models, embedded vector gener-

ation methodologies, and similarity thresholds calculation to identify a well-balanced ecosystem,

fulfilling our local and global optimization objectives. The experimental setup can be categorized

into 3 stages, as shown in Figure 7.8, where each following stage, receives data from all previous

stages.
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Figure 7.8: Causality mining experimental setups

Stage 1 - Causal Embedding Generation

In Stage 1, Causal Embeddings were generated for the SemEval 2010 task 8 training dataset [94],

using the six pre-trained BERT models. This dataset pertains to the semantic relation identifi-

cation process and identifies the relationships between nominals for drug-drug interactions from
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biomedical texts. Each sentence in this training dataset and its counter part SemEval 2010 task

8 test dataset [94], is tagged with its most plausible truth-conditional interpretation using one of

product-producer, content-container, cause-effect, and other semantic relations. However, since

the target of this study is causality mining, we therefore, only considered the cause-effect tag as

casual relation and all other as non-causal relations. The SemEval 2010 task 8 training dataset [94]

comprises of 1003 causal sentences out of 8000 sentences. From these 1003 causal sentences, we

extracted 1071 unique causal triples. The verb within each triple is then expanded using the pre-

trained Google News model [37]. After the expansion, we take Cartesian product of the two

encapsulating nouns of the source triple and one of the expanded verb to produce a little over 1.2

million expanded triples. Thus, with this expansion we are able to classify a wider range of causal

relations, than what would have been possible, otherwise.

Next we convert these expanded triples into embedding vectors using six pre-trained BERT

NLI models [87, 95], which include nli-base-mean-tokens, nli-large-mean-tokens, nli-base-max-

tokens, nli-large-max-tokens, nli-base-cls-token, and nli-large-cls-token. These model differ in

terms of their size (base or large) and the pooling layer used at the end of their deep neural

network (mean pooling word tokens, max pooling word tokens, or cls pooling sentence token).

Embedding vector generation for the 1.2 million expanded triples is a computationally expensive

operation, which can take several days running on the CPU, however, due to the ability of the

sentence transformer library in python, to optimally use GPU, if available, the computational time

is reduced, substantially. Through our experiments, we were able to process the expanded triples

and produce the embedding vectors for base models in under 20 mins each and for large models in

an hour, each. Overall, the embedding vectors were produced in 4 hours, using NVIDIA GeForce

RTX 2060 GPU.

Stage 2 - Threshold Selection

Stage 2 is designed for threshold selection, whereby a sentence can be categorized as causal or

non-causal, based on its similarity with the expanded triple set. Similarity threshold plays a vital

role in the causality classification process and therefore requires extensive experimentation to

select the best similarity score, above which a triple can be classified as causal. In order to fulfill
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Figure 7.9: Details of causality mining dataset.

this aim, we utilized SemEval 2010 Task 8 test dataset to learn the best threshold value, where the

precision-recall curve (PRC) obtains maximum area under the curve. In biased datasets, where the

ratio of positive class is much lower than the negative class, Area under the PRC (AUPRC) is an

optimal metric for selecting the threshold [96]. As shown in Figure 7.9, the SemEval 2010 Task 8

test dataset [94], contains 328 causal sentences, out of a 2717 total sentences (12.07% of positive

class). We utilized AUPRC to learn optimal threshold values for each BERT models. The detailed

result of threshold selection will be presented in Section 7.2.2.

Stage 3 - Evaluation

In Stage 3, we performed single model, multi-model, and multi-model with feedback loop eval-

uations on the Asian Bayesian Network dataset [65] and the risk factors of Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) [65], using the causal embedding vectors from Stage 1 and threshold values from Stage 2.

The AD dataset consists of 1228 causal sentences out of 2500 sentences, while the Asian Bayesian

Network dataset have 316 causal sentences from a set of 500 sentences. The sentences in these

two datasets are tagged with either NP→NP (Noun Phrase influences Noun Phrase), NP-NP (Noun

Phrase is related to Noun Phrase), or NP×NP (both nouns are irrelevant) label. In this study, we

considered the first two tags (NP → NP and NP-NP) as causal and the remaining (NP×NP) as

non-causal. Due to the large size of AD dataset and to test various iterations of the feeback loop,

we split this dataset into two parts, using random selection for 50% partitioning. The complete
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AD dataset, contains 864 candidate triples, out of which 523 are causal (60.53%) and 332 are

non-causal (39.47%). With 50% random split, the AD1 and AD2 dataset contain 432 triples

each. AD1 contains 267 actual causal triples(61.80%) and AD2 contains 256 actual causal triples

(59.26%). Evaluations by all three methodologies (single model, multi-model, and multi-model

with feedback loop) were performed on these three instances of the datasets (AD1, AD2, and

Asian Bayesian Network). This data split is especially, important to execute and evaluate multiple

iterations of the feedback loop, on unseen data.

In single model, we evaluate the performance of each BERT model to check the effect of

the model size in terms of base and large, and pooling strategies using CLS-token, mean of all

output vectors, and max-over-time of the output vectors and select a single best performing model

for causality mining. However, by inspecting the result of each BERT model in terms of unique

causal triple identification via a very handy UpSet tool [97], which can plot associations between

different sets and can be used to visualize relationships, where the traditional Venn diagrams may

fail (such as when the number of sets are greater than 4)1. Since the aim of our approach is

to improve the accuracy of causal classification, even in presence of false positives, it is then

pertinent to analyze the UpSet results, based on a “minimum” intersection degree metric. This

entails, the evaluation of causal classifications for a minimum intersection degree such as degree

≥ 1, degree ≥ 2 and above. Intuitively, it can be seen that the performance results for degree ≥

2 should be less than the performance for degree ≥ 1 and leads to a multi-model evaluation. The

UpSet analysis performed in Section 7.2.7 revealed to used multi-model evaluation to increase

efficiently of the causality mining.

In multi-model evaluations, we performed the experiments on the same three test datasets.

However, in this case, we considered a triple as causal if any of the six BERT models tagged it

as causal and non-causal otherwise. The results achieved in multi-model evaluation is shown in

subsection 7.2.7.

Finally, we incorporated human expert’s feedback into the multi-model similarity matching

process, to analyze the change in the quality of causality detection. For this process, an expert
1The interactive UI is available at http://vcg.github.io/upset/?dataset=10, with the data drescription

file for our presented approaches present at https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Musarratpcr/
CausalityDetection/master/Revision1/ADandAsianDatasetUpsetDescription.json

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Musarratpcr/CausalityDetection/master/Revision1/ADandAsianDatasetUpsetDescription.json
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Musarratpcr/CausalityDetection/master/Revision1/ADandAsianDatasetUpsetDescription.json
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(physician) from our collaborative hospital, verified the accuracy of the classified sentences. Since

our automated process is dependent upon various datasets and has been repurposed, as explained

earlier, this secondary verification is of utmost importance. This process was repeated in three

iterations, while we ensured that once the CTTM is updated by the embedding vector of an expert

verified causal triple, the same is not made a part of any subsequent test sets. Thus, the test sets

in each iteration remain unseen. In Iteration-1, we used the embedded models (CTTM) trained

on the SemEval 2010 Task 8 training dataset, and tested using the AD1 dataset. Embedding

vectors corresponding to the correctly classified and expert verified causal and non-causal triples

were then used to update the CTTM. In Iteration-2, this updated CTTM was then used to test

the candidate triples from AD2 dataset. Once again, the correctly classified and expert verified

causal and non-causal triples were used to again update the CTTM. Finally in iteration 3, the most

recently updated version of the CTTM was then used for classifying the candidate triples from the

Asia dataset. The details of the results achieved in each iteration are described in Section 7.2.8.

For experimentation, we used python code on Google Colab, with many additional libraries

including Gensim models, NLTK, BERT sentence tranformer, and sklearn. Using the same set-

tings we developed a python based end-to-end application, which can extract causal relationships

from an unseen copora. The application of the causality mining methodology and its evaluation

was run on a dedicated workstation with Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9900KF CPU, with 64GB ram, and

NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060 GPU. The training model was produced in under 4 hours, using a

combination of CPU(for gensim based models which cannot use GPUs and are required for word

expansion) and GPU(for BERT inference).

All code and results are available at the following link. https://github.com/

Musarratpcr/CausalityDetection.

In the following sub-sections, we shall provide the results obtained from various experiments

in Stage 2 (threshold selection) and 3 (evaluation) of the setup(as shown in Figure 7.8).

7.2.2 Stage 2 - Threshold Selection Results

Following the process of preprocessing in Section 5.1, candidate triple extraction in Section 5.3.1,

and causal candidate classification in Section 5.3.2, we calculated the cosine distance between the

https://github.com/Musarratpcr/CausalityDetection.
https://github.com/Musarratpcr/CausalityDetection.
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candidate triples of the SemEval 2010 Task 8 test dataset against the six BERT models. Then

using the truth values (labels) of each candidate triple from the test dataset, and the similarity

score pertaining to the cosine distance, we individually evaluated the six BERT models, producing

charts shown in Figure 7.10. We evaluated each threshold point, by connecting it with the inverse

diagonal of the graph (From Precision=1 and recall=0 to Precision=0 and recall=1). We then

calculated the area under this newly formed curve, and found out the threshold where this area

was maximized. The average threshold value α then comes to 0.88, however, utilizing this average

value in the multi-model CTTM would greatly affect the performance, by misclassifying instances

for five individual models (more phrases will be classified as causal by bert-base-nli-mean-tokens,

bert-base-nli-cls-token, bert-large-nli-cls-token, and less for bert-base-nli-max-tokens, and bert-

large-nli-max-tokens). Instead, in the CTTM, we utilized the individual threshold values of each

BERT model αi, to classify instances, when compared to the corresponding embedding vector list.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7.10: Precision recall cure for threshold selection (a) bert-base-nli-mean-tokens (b) bert-
base-nli-max-tokens (c) bert-base-nli-cls-tokens (d) bert-lart-nli-mean-tokens (e) bert-large-nli-
max-tokens (f) bert-large-nli-cls-tokens.

In order to evaluate the performance of our generated triples and the selected threshold we then

performed single-model, multi-model, and multi-model with feedback loop evaluation of three, as
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yet, unseen datasets, the Asian Bayesian Network dataset and the two partitions for risk factors of

Alzheimer’s disease (AD1 and AD2). These are discussed as follows:

Some initial experiments, including evaluation of only verb expansion, and embedding vector

generation using Word2Vec, comparison of six pre-trained BERT models (base-nli-mean-tokens,

large-nli-mean-tokens, base-nli-max-tokens, large-nli-max-tokens, base-nli-cls-tokens, large-nli-

cls-tokens), and application of BioBert embeddings [98] are explained with some detail in the

following sections.

7.2.3 Experimental result with Word2Vec embeddings

Here, we performed some initial experiments to test the applicability and performance of

Word2Vec based embedding vector generation process, for causal verbs and causal triples, in both

training and test datasets. A summary of the results are shown in Table 7.2.

In Experiment 1, we extracted the causal verbs using the stanford POS tagger, from our training

dataset. Without any expansion, we then applied word embedding on the causal verb, which was

used to look up similar verbs in the SemEval test data set. In this iteration, we predicted 1318

sentences to be positively causal and 1399 sentences to be non-causal. From the predicted positive

sentences, actual causal sentences were 205, and incorrect ones were 1113. The accuracy of this

approach is 54.50% and recall 62.5%. However, the precision of this scenario is only 15.55% and

F1 is 24.81%.

In Experiment 2, we expanded the causal verbs extracted in experiment 1 using Google News

pre-trained model. Using word embedding, we transformed the extracted as well as the expanded

causal verbs into word vectors. In the SemEval test data, using cosine similarity, 1453 sentences

were classified as causal, with 210 correctly classified and 1243 incorrectly. After causal verb

expansion the accuracy was dropped to 49.90%, precision to 14.45%, F1 to 23.58% but recall

increased slightly to 64.40%. This indicates that word expansion from Google News pre-trained

model has a very small impact on the classification process.

In Experiment 3, we switched the word expansion model to ConceptNet, with numberbatch

embeddings, which provides semantically similar terms. In this iteration, we predicted 929 sen-

tences to be causal and 1788 sentences to be non-causal. However, only 59 causal sentences were
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Table 7.2: Initial Experiments with Word2Vec based embedding vector generation on SemEval
Test dataset

Experiment TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

1 205 123 1113 1276 54.50 15.55 62.5 24.81
2 210 118 1243 1146 49.90 14.45 64.02 23.58
3 59 269 870 1519 58.07 06.35 17.98 09.39

correctly predicted, with an accuracy of 58.07%, recall of 17.98% and lowest precision of 6.35%

and F1 of 09.39% amongst all experiments. Causal terms are highly discriminable, while the

words expanded with ConceptNet have higher diversity and lacks discrimination, which leads to

the drastic decrease in the model performance [99]. The results obtained thus far have proved the

in-applicability of Word2Vec based embedding vectors generation. The Word2Vec considered a

word without its context and neighbor terms, which may lead to inappropriate vector generation.

Therefore, we generated the embedding vectors via BERT models in the upcoming experiments.

7.2.4 Experimental Result with BERT Embeddings

In Experiment 7.2.4, like in the experiment 7.2.3 only verb was expanded. However, is this ex-

periment the embedding vectors were generated using 6 BERT models to utilize sentence level

embedding vector generation for a more contextual comparison. We compared 6 different BERT

pre-trained models in terms of their performance on our test data set, with summary results shown

in Table 7.3 [87,95]. The 6 BERT models (nli-base-mean-tokens, nli-large-mean-tokens, nli-base-

max-tokens, nli-large-max-tokens, nli-base-cls-token, and nli-large-cls-token) differ in terms of

their model size(base or large) and the pooling layer used at the end of their deep neural net-

work(mean pooling word tokens, max pooling word tokens, or cls pooling sentence token). Ex-

periment 4 pertains to the base form of the BERT model that uses mean token pooling, while

Experiment 5 uses the large form of similar layered model. Likewise, Experiment 6 is the base

model, while Experiment 7 is the large model, with max pooling layer. Finally, Experiment 8,

and 9 are base and large models, respectively, with cls pooling layer. The result obtains in each

experiments is shown in Table 7.3.

The result of these experiments show much improved performance, with experiment 4
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(base model with mean pooling) showing the best accuracy(88.55%), precision(52.27%) and F1

(55.76%). The best recall(69.82%), is however, produced by the experiment 7 (large model with

max pooling). On close inspection, we found experiment 7 to have correctly classified 229 sen-

tences out of which 196 sentences were exactly similar to the True Positive results in experiment

4. However, the precision of experiment 7 is relatively small, due to the large number of False

Positives.

Table 7.3: Setting 2 with BERT based embedding vector generation on SemEval Test dataset

Experiment TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

4 - BERT-base-nli-mean-tokens 196 132 179 2210 88.55 52.27 59.76 55.76
5 - BERT-large-nli-mean-tokens 211 117 300 2089 84.65 41.29 64.33 50.30
6 - BERT-base-nli-max-tokens 227 101 633 1756 72.98 26.40 69.21 38.22
7 - BERT-large-nli-max-tokens 229 99 564 1825 75.60 28.88 69.82 40.86
8 - BERT-base-nli-cls-token 202 126 217 2172 87.38 48.21 61.59 54.08
9 - BERT-large-nli-cls-token 206 122 264 2125 85.79 43.83 62.80 51.63

Beyond these tests, it is also imperative that the generated embedding are tested on other text

corpora for determining their ability to maintain acceptable performance, generally. Asia Bayesian

Network and risk factors of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) dataset were used to test this generalization.

The results for the former are shown in Table. 7.4 and later in Table. 7.5. As shown in Table. 7.5

accuracy of each model decreases on Asia Bayesian Network as well as AD datasets. However,

precision as well as recall of models shows a slight improvement on diverse datasets. In results for

Experiment A.2 on the Asia Bayesian Network dataset, BERT nli-base-mean-tokens and BERT

nli-large-mean-tokens show a precision of 100%, which is because of 0 false positives, however,

this result is biased due to the very small number of identified causal triples.

These results paint an abysmal picture of the Experiment A.2 process. This is due to the fact

that the verbs identified as causal through extraction from SemEval training dataset and their ex-

pansion are not able to capture all the causal sentences. These result partially support our novel

methodology of incorporating the nominals (nouns and noun phrases) in the text producing the em-

bedded vectors, thereby switching to causal quads for causal sentence identification. The intuition

behind this arrangement, stems from the fact that causal sentences, implicitly contain semantic

relationships between the cause and effect entities. Addition of these entities in the causal rela-
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tionship identification process would spread a wider net for causal sentence identification. This

intuition has been materialized and empirically tested in the manuscript.

Table 7.4: Application of trained embedding on Asia Bayesian Network dataset

Scenario TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

BERT nli-base-mean-tokens 2 45 0 38 47.06 100.00 4.26 08.16
BERT nli-large-mean-tokens 4 43 0 38 49.41 100.00 8.51 15.69
BERT nli-base-max-tokens 11 36 11 27 44.71 50.00 23.40 31.88
BERT nli-large-max-tokens 31 16 18 20 60.00 63.27 65.96 64.58
BERT nli-base-cls-token 6 41 1 37 50.59 85.71 12.77 22.22
BERT nli-large-cls-token 1 46 2 36 43.53 33.33 2.13 04.00

Table 7.5: Application of trained embedding on Risk Factors of Alzheimer’s Disease dataset

Scenario TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

BERT nli-base-mean-tokens 53 423 16 316 45.67 76.81 11.13 19.45
BERT nli-large-mean-tokens 162 314 83 249 50.87 66.12 34.03 44.94
BERT nli-base-max-tokens 276 200 148 184 56.93 65.09 57.98 61.33
BERT nli-large-max-tokens 282 194 194 138 51.98 59.24 59.24 59.24
BERT nli-base-cls-token 110 366 50 282 48.51 68.75 23.11 34.59
BERT nli-large-cls-token 176 300 84 248 52.48 67.69 36.97 47.83

7.2.5 Experimental Result with BioBERT Embeddings

The experiments performed in Appendix 7.2.4 are repeated by replace the BERT model with

BioBert for generated trigger and candidate embeddings for comparing their similarities. As men-

tioned earlier, the trigger in the form of triple ¡noun, verb, noun¿ was extracted from SemEval

training datasets, and the verb terms were expanded with Google news model to extended the con-

verge of the triggers. We calculate precision recall curve as shown in 7.11, to identify the similarity

cut off value of 0.96 for classifying a triple as causal and non-casual. However, the performance

of the BioBert Embeddings are very low on the test dataset as shown in Table 7.6. The unexpected

performance of the BioBERT based embeddings is mainly due to the fact our test dataset contains

non-clinical concepts along with clinical concepts. Therefore, we used Bert models instead of

BioBert for our experiments and evaluations.
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Figure 7.11: Precision recall curve for threshold selection for BioBert.

Table 7.6: Application of BioBert Embedding on Test Datasets

Dataset TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

Asia 5 42 6 33 44.19 45.45 10.64 17.24
AD 29 494 10 331 41.67 74.36 05.54 10.32

The rest of the experimental setup can be categorized into 3 stages, as shown in Figure 7.8,

where each following stage, receives data from all previous stages.

7.2.6 Single Model Evaluation

In the Asia Bayesian Network dataset from a total of 86 qualifying triples, 47 are actual

causal(54.65%) and 38 are non-causal(44.18%). The results achieved by each BERT model on

this dataset are shown in Table 7.7. BERT models, utilizing the complete phrase as a token and
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then cls for pooling at the final layer, show good performance, when compared with the others.

Overall, the best values for accuracy, precision, recall and F1 are achieved by these models, how-

ever, the BERT nli-large-mean-tokens closely follows the classification performance. However,

the results for base models with mean tokens and max tokens, indicate very bad performance with

F1 measure under 28% (caused by the low performance of recall obtained by these models).

Table 7.7: Application of trained embedding on Asia Bayesian Network dataset
Legend: TP is True positive, FN is False Negative, FP is False Positive, TN is True Negative, A is
accuracy, P is precision, R is recall, and F1 is F1 Score

Scenario TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

BERT nli-base-mean-tokens 8 39 5 34 48.84 61.54 17.02 26.67
BERT nli-large-mean-tokens 37 10 26 13 58.14 58.73 78.72 67.27
BERT nli-base-max-tokens 9 38 10 29 44.19 47.37 19.14 27.27
BERT nli-large-max-tokens 21 26 14 25 53.49 60.00 44.68 51.22
BERT nli-base-cls-token 34 13 19 20 62.79 64.15 72.34 68.00
BERT nli-large-cls-token 38 9 26 13 59.30 59.38 80.85 68.47

In absolute terms, the classification performance for the AD dataset in terms of accuracy, and

F1 measure is lower than the Asia Bayesian Network dataset, at par for precision, and higher

for recall. Comparison amongst the six models shows some similarity with the previous results.

Causal classification of AD1 shown in Table 7.8, achieves better performance, in terms of its

accuracy, recall, and F1 for the two cls-token models, with the large version achieving the best

results. The performance of other models, lacks behind substantially with F1 rates between 34%

and 49%. The precision rates of these six models, are however, within 5.15 percentage points,

which indicates that the ability of each model to correctly identify the actual causal phrase, when

a triple is classified as causal, is similarly good (or bad). Another important metric to analyze

these results is to look at the recall rates, which in the case of Asia Bayesian Network dataset,

were able to correctly identify 80.85% of the actual causal instances, however, for AD1 only

identify 61.80%, in the best case. For the AD2 dataset, performance metrics shown in Table 7.9,

indicate the best recall rate of 67.19%, which is better than the results for AD1 but substantially

smaller than Asia Bayesian Network dataset. The best F1 rates for AD2 are achieved by the base

version of the BERT cls token based model.

These results provide empirical proof for causality detection, based on causal phrase extrac-
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Table 7.8: Application of trained embedding on Risk Factors of Alzheimer’s Disease Split 1

Scenario TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

BERT nli-base-mean-tokens 62 205 36 129 44.21 63.27 23.22 33.97
BERT nli-large-mean-tokens 111 156 80 85 45.37 58.12 41.57 48.47
BERT nli-base-max-tokens 72 195 45 120 44.44 61.54 26.97 37.50
BERT nli-large-max-tokens 80 187 54 111 44.21 59.70 29.96 39.90
BERT nli-base-cls-token 157 110 100 65 51.39 61.09 58.80 59.92
BERT nli-large-cls-token 165 102 104 61 52.31 61.34 61.80 61.57

tion and expansion. However, selection of a single model, based on these results alone, would not

resolve the problem of causality detection in clinical text, where it is critical to identify most if

not all actual causal sentences. Hence a deeper look at the coverage of these six BERT models, in

terms of correctly classifying the actual causal instances is necessary.

Table 7.9: Application of trained embedding on Risk Factors of Alzheimer’s Disease Split 2

Scenario TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

BERT nli-base-mean-tokens 60 196 27 149 48.38 68.97 23.44 34.99
BERT nli-large-mean-tokens 128 128 70 106 54.17 64.65 50.00 56.39
BERT nli-base-max-tokens 74 182 37 139 49.31 66.67 28.91 40.33
BERT nli-large-max-tokens 88 168 54 122 48.61 61.97 34.38 44.22
BERT nli-base-cls-token 166 190 94 82 57.41 63.85 64.84 64.34
BERT nli-large-cls-token 172 84 111 65 54.86 60.78 67.19 63.82

The associations between the results achieved by six bert models on combined triple phrases

from Asia Bayesian Network and Risk Factors of Alzheimer’s Disease datasets is shown in Figure

7.12. Amongst the 950 candidate triples, 754 have been classified as causal by one or more of the

BERT NLI models. The Base-Mean classifier, is unable to uniquely classify any candidate triple

as causal, however, the other five models, classify 153 instances as causal. With classification

intersection 2, 156 candidate triples are classified by a combination of only two models uniquely

classify an instance as causal. Extending this calculation on the numbers achieved via UpSet anal-

ysis, unique coverage rate from degree 1-6 are 153(20.29%), 156(20.69%), 139 (18.44%), 127

(16.84%), 70 (9.28%), and 109 (14.46%), respectively. The actual causal triples in the 950 can-

didate triples are 570. True positive classification numbers for the six models with degree 1-6 are
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83 (14.56%), 96 (16.84%), 86 (15.09%), 76 (13.33%), 45 (7.89%), and 70 (12.28%), respectively.

These results indicate that single model application of anyone of the six BERT models, will have

low candidate classification coverage and even lower true positive rates.

Figure 7.12: UpSet analysis of BERT model classification coverage for a combined list of Risk
Factors of Alzheimer’s Disease and Asia Bayesian Network dataset.

7.2.7 Multi-model Evaluation

Theoretical analysis of the results shown in Figure 7.12, indicate that when degree ≥ 6, 109

phrases have been classified as causal, out of which 70 are actual causal. The accuracy of this

classification is 43.26% and F-1 rate is 20.62%. For degree ≥ 5, 179 phrases have been classified

as causal, with 115 as true positive. The accuracy rate now, increases to 45.37%, while the F-

1 goes up to 30.71%. Similarly, for degree ≥ 4 accuracy further increases to 48.00% and F-1

to 43.61%. For degree ≥ 3, the accuracy becomes 51.47%, and F-1 54.58%. For degree ≥ 2,

accuracy further improves to 55.26%, and F-1 to 63.71%. Finally for degree ≥ 1, atleast 1 model

classified 754 instances as causal, out of which 456 are actual causal. The accuracy increases to

56.63%, and F-1 to 68.88%. Matching the intuition, presented earlier, this analysis, also shows,

that if atleast one model classifies a candidate phrase as causal, it should be accepted, to achieve

the highest realistic performance.

Practical application of the multi-model methodology, where a phrase is considered causal,

if atleast one model classifies it as such, produces the same result, showing an accuracy rate of

56.63% and F-1 as 68.88% for the combined dataset. Separately, the results for Asia Bayesian

Net dataset show small improvement in their F-1 score (multi-model selected additional 3 correct
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Table 7.10: Application of Multimodel Embedding on Test Datasets

Dataset TP FN FP TN A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

AD1 210 57 132 33 56.25 61.40 78.65 68.97
AD2 205 51 138 38 56.25 59.78 80.08 68.45
Asia 41 6 28 11 60.47 59.42 87.23 70.69

causal phrases than the best results for BERT nli-large-cls-token on this dataset) and a slight drop

in its accuracy, due to an increases number of True negatives (skewing the accuracy measure,

towards positive results). Both AD1 and AD2 dataset, show substantial improvement of causality

classification, with the application of multi-model technique. The number of correctly classified

causal pharses in AD 1 have increased form 165 in the best case to 210, while for the AD2 have

increase from 172 in the best single model application to 205 here. Overall the performance of

multi-model classification on this dataset has brought it at par with the result of the other dataset.

The F-1 measures for both AD1 and AD2 have increased, showing the correctness of the multi-

model strategy for causality detection. However, the large number of false positives and true

negatives, still leave a room for improvement of this model, which we resolved by additionally

employing the feedback loop. The results for this upgrade are shared in the following evaluation.

7.2.8 The Feedback Loop Evaluation

The results achieved via the multi-model methodology presented in Section 7.2.7 are further en-

hanced through multiple active learning iterations. An iteration represents an execution (triples

classification by applying the proposed causality mining methodology, including expert feedback)

for an unseen dataset. As we have three test datasets (AD1, AD2, and Asia), therefore, we per-

formed three active learning iterations.

In Iteration-1, the CTTM trained on the SemEval 2010 Task 8 training dataset was tested

using the AD1 dataset. The six models in CTTM were updated by adding embedded vectors for

the 314 causal triples verified by the expert and, removal of triples with similarity score αi for the

28 marked as incorrectly classified. In the base version of the nli-mean-tokens model, 60 similar

triples were removed, while in large version 190 triples were removed. Similarly, for the base

and large version of the nli-max-tokens 94 and 143 triples were removed,respectively. Finally for
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the cls-token version, 676 triples were removed from base and 626 triples from the large version.

As shown in the Table 7.11, the accuracy of multi-model CTTM application on the AD2 dataset,

shows minor improvement, in accuracy (from 56.25% to 60.87%), precision (from 59.78% to

60.43%), recall(80.08% to 98.44%), and F1 (68.45% to 74.86%), on incorporation of results from

AD1.

In Iteration-2, the expert verified 368 classified causal triples as correct, while 49 were marked

as non-causal. Based on this new set of causal triples, we again updated the CTTM before iteration

3, to further add the 368 embedding vectors and removed 175 triples from base version of the nli-

mean-tokens, and 308 from the large version. For the nli-max-tokens 251 were removed from base

version and 477 from large version. Finally, in the case of cls-token 804 were removed from base

and 774 from large.

In Iteration-3, the evolved CTTM was applied on the Asia Bayesian Network Dataset, which

registered small improvements on the multi-model results. Since this dataset is the smallest of the

three, CTTM model evolution has very little impact on it. Addition of 759 triples in the original

1,246,975 embedded vectors from CTTM model before iteration 1, and removal of various others

(between the minimum total of 235 triples removal from base nli-mean-tokens in 2 iterations and

maximum of 1480 from base cls-token), increased the true positive from 38 in best case single

model to 41 in multi-model, and finally to 42 in the third iteration.

Table 7.11: Feedback loop results on test datasets
Iteration Dataset Dataset Evaluation Expert Evaluation

A P R F1 Added to Embeddings Added to Block List

1 AD1 56.25% 61.40% 78.65% 68.97% 314 28
2 AD2 60.88% (↑ 4.63) 60.43% (↑ 0.65) 98.44% ( ↑ 18.36) 74.89% (↑ 6.44) 268 49
3 Asia 61.63% (↑ 1.16) 60.00% (↑ 0.58) 89.36% (↑ 2.13) 71.79% (↑ 1.1) 58 12

A: Accuracy, P: Precision, R: Recall, The values in parenthesis represent rate of change from multi-model results.

7.2.9 Comparison with existing studies

In order to compare our methodology with an existing study, we utilized the methodology pre-

sented by [65] to classify sentences as causal or non-causal, from the AD1, AD2, and Asia dataset.

However, since our methodology incorporates the datasets into the CTTM, using feedback loop,

and because we want to maintain the unseen nature of these, so as not to contaminate the results,
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we compared our iteration 1 result for AD1, iteration 2 result for AD2, and iteration 3 result for

Asia dataset. At these specific points, the datasets are unseen and true test sets. The results for

causal classification on the test datasets for both methodologies (Ning’s and proposed) are shown

in Table 7.12. We observed that our implementation of Ning’s methodology [65], classifies all

triples as causal achieving a recall rate of 100%. However, the accuracy, precision, and F1 scores

are decreasing by comparatively large margins. Hence, it is safe to conclude that even when start-

ing with a well-identified set of causal verbs, word embedding by itself is not sufficiently able to

evolve the causality classification model. On the other hand, our methodology is able to improve

upon its results across iterations.

Table 7.12: Result comparison with Ning’s method on test datasets

Dataset Ning’s Method Evaluation Proposed Method Evaluation

A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%) A(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)
AD1 61.81 61.81 100 76.39 56.25 61.40 78.65 68.97
AD2 59.26 59.26 100 74.42 60.88 60.43 98.44 74.89
Asia 54.65 54.65 100 70.68 61.63 60.00 89.36 71.79

7.2.10 Discussion

The main aim of this study is to develop a framework that can identify causal sentences in clinical

text. The success criteria of this framework are dependent on correctly identifying most causal

relationships, with some leeway available in incorrect classification of non-causal sentences as

causal. Precision, recall, and their association in the form of F1 provides the metric to evaluate our

proposed framework, in parts, as a whole, and with existing work. Application of this classification

methodology can then enable an expert from the domain of healthcare and wellness, to be able to

contextually summarize the contents of the clinical text. To this end, we extract the causal phrases

from the causal sentences, which are larger in numbers but smaller in their participating linguistic

elements (including two NP and one VP).

The results presented in section 7.2, provide the performance metrics for various steps leading

up to our proposed multi-model classification with a feedback loop. In particular, the evaluation

metrics for the Asian Bayesian Network, and two partitions of the Alzheimer’s disease datasets,
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generally saw an increase, when moving from single model to multi-model and then to multi-

model with a feedback loop.

The rationale for moving from using a single BERT NLI model to a multi-model application

was established using UpSet analysis, presented in section 7.2.6. Additionally, the rationale for

moving from multi-model to multi-model with a feedback loop can be naively established from

intuition, however, it is far more beneficial to analyze the phrases which were originally classified

by the machine learning models and then removed by the expert. As an example one of the triples

identified by the multi-modal methodology from the AD1 dataset is “cancer = alcohol”. The origin

of this triple can be traced back to the following instance:

“After adjusting for various socioeconomic and health variables, no significant differences

were observed between hazardous drinking and type of cancer [PR = 0.99 = 0.83-1.17) in people

with alcohol-related cancers compared to non-alcohol related cancers] and time since diagnosis

[PR = 1.01 in people with a cancer diagnosed >5 years ago compared to those diagnosed <=5

years ago].”

Stanford POS tagger (version 3.9.2) had incorrectly identified the symbol “=” as a feasible

VP and since this fell between the two entities (cancer and alcohol), this triple was considered

valid. The expert verified this triple as incorrect since it does not provide enough information to

classify the original sentence as causal or non-causal. Hence the embedding for this triple and all

others similar to it, with the threshold equal to or above, for each model, were then removed. This

removal process is not dependent only on the VP, as in iteration 2, we observed additional triples

with invalid VPs, such as “stroke = diabetes” and “alcohol [ depression”. In iteration 3, none of

the triples had a symbol as a VP.

Another triple identified by the expert as incorrect was “smoke monitored hypertension”. This

triple contains a valid VP, tagged by the POS tagger as “VBN”. The original instance from which

this triple was extracted is as follows

“The earlier advice to physicians still seems prudent and is briefly stated: 1) Try to avoid

prescribing oral contraceptives for women over 35 years of age; 2) Women who smoke cigarettes

should avoid using oral contraceptives, and users should not smoke; 3) Prescribe the formulation

with the lowest dose and/or potency of estrogen that is effective and that does not cause unac-
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ceptable ”breakthrough” bleeding; 4) Women with hypertension should be carefully monitored,

and women who develop hypertension while on oral contraceptives should be switched to another

form of contraception, if possible.”

In hindsight, intuitively, it is evident from the original text that the phrases “smoke”, “moni-

tored”, and “hypertension” all belong to different contexts. However, the machine learning models

are agnostic to such contexts, unless they can incorporate a very large number of sentence and

document structuring rules. While there are other triples extracted from this instance, which may

qualify the instance as causal or non-causal, it does not help fulfill our aim of identifying individual

causal sentences from the classification of causal triples. Hence, we update the model, to only hold

those triples which can represent causal relationships, from a wide variety of datasets. In iteration

3, only 12 triples were identified as incorrect by the expert, including “bronchitis smoke smoking”

and “lung cancer secondhand smoking” (while lung cancer can be caused by secondhand smok-

ing, this triple is missing the causal verb). Here it is pertinent to mention that by removing these

triples, we are not changing our results but rather evolving the model for subsequent classification

in unseen datasets. In the absence of active learning, our model would not be able to update itself

and hence provide relatively mediocre results as discussed in section 7.2.7.

In iterations 2 and 3, incorrect triple embeddings similar to the ones identified in previous

iterations are not included. The similarity is determined by converting the incorrect triples into

embedding vectors and using the 6 BERT models to determine all embeddings which have cosine

similarity above their respective thresholds. The correctly identified causal triples are added into

the CTTM by appending their embeddings at the end. Additionally, on subsequent classifications,

the data instances (a sentence, text excerpt, or a document) are classified using the evolved CTTM.

This is why even after removing related embeddings the results obtained by including active learn-

ing are gradually increasing, even on unseen and minimally related datasets (AD2 in iteration 2 to

Asia in iteration 3).

On a related note, the evaluation of our results has been performed using the labels of the test

data, while the expert-provided feedback was used only to update the model. As a result some

phrases such as “cancer associated alcohol”, and “cancer rising alcohol”, were classified by the

machine learning model and the expert as causal, however, the dataset had the associated sentence
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labeled as non-causal. Since CTTM is direction agnostic it is unable to distinguish between various

forms of the causal phrases such as “cause triggers effect” and “effect triggered by cause”. As an

example the triple “cancer associated alcohol” has been extracted from the following instance:

“The results showed that frequent intake of fruits, chicken, fish and alcohol drinking were

associated with risk for colorectal cancer.” Here, the triple has been correctly identified, since one

of the verbs between “cancer” and “alcohol” is a verb token “associated” which generate a triple

<cancer, associated, alcohol>. During triples classification step, the triple was also identified as

causal by the CTTM and the human expert, however, the source dataset marks it as non-causal.

Thus while the triple itself is causal, the originating instance is non-causal (the dataset labels it as

“cancer x alcohol”), which negatively affects the evaluations and reduces the performance of the

proposed solution.

The causality classification methodology presented in this manuscript attempts to alleviate

problems caused by discrepancies in causally valid POS tagging, triple expansion (which can

include non-causal triples), and other operations. Through the use of active learning, we have

observed an increase in the performance of our proposed methodology while reduce negative

detected causal triple. Although, we have reduced the expert’s involvement in the causality clas-

sification process, substantially, when compared with the previous studies, further reduction is

possible through the use of specialized POS taggers, contextual triple expansions, better sentence

embedding generation, and similarity measures.

7.3 Rules Generation Results

7.3.1 Experimental Setup

The rule generation methodology presented in Chapter 6 represents theoretical steps for concepts

values and operator extraction. The realization of the proposed module is achieved by processing

the Hypertension guideline [78] for concepts and associated value extraction. The guidelines

consist of 87 recommendation sentences among 278 total sentences. A human annotator annotated

each recommendation sentence of the guideline for concept, operator, and its associated value. A

total of 71 concepts were annotated with associated values. These annotations are used as ground
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truth to be compared with values automatically extracted by the proposed methodology for rule

generation.

7.3.2 Concepts Values Extraction Results

The proposed technique for concepts’ value extraction is evaluated on annotated Hypertension

guideline [78]. Among the annotated 71 concepts, the proposed module correctly identified values

for 65 concepts, while missed out 6 values resulted in 91.55% accuracy for value extraction as

shown in Table 7.13.

Table 7.13: Concepts value extraction result

Total Concepts Identified Values Missed Values Accuracy

71 65 6 91.55%

The proposed solution accurately identified concepts value in both cases where a valued is

preceded or followed by the target concept. Also, it efficiently detected the rage of values for a

concept. For example in a sentence ”There is strong evidence to support treating hypertensive

persons aged 60 years or older to a BP goal of less than 150/90 mm Hg and hypertensive persons

30 through 59 years of age to a diastolic goal of less than 90 mm Hg ; however , there is insufficient

evidence in hypertensive persons younger than 60 years for a systolic goal , or in those younger

than 30 years for a diastolic goal , so the panel recommends a BP of less than 140/90 mm Hg for

those groups based on expert opinion.” the system accurately detected age = 30-59 among other

concepts and their values.

By analyzing the concepts where our proposed solution missed their value identification, we

found out that in all cases the value is located for away from the concept in the source sentence.

For example in the sentence ”Although treatment with an ACEI or ARB may be beneficial in those

older than 75 years , use of a thiazide-type diuretic or CCB is also an option for individuals with

CKD in this age group.” the concept of interest “age” is located at the end of the sentence while

its value is at the start of the sentence. Our solution mainly focuses on concept neighbor tokens

for value and operator identification to maintain context of the targeted concepts.

The identified concepts, their operators and values are used for completing the condition as
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well as the action part of the rule as final knowledge. The acquired transparent knowledge can be

used by automated clinical systems such as CDSS for clinical decision support or can be utilized

by human experts for better decision making and quality improvements.

7.4 End-to-end Evaluation

The end-to-end evaluation of the proposed methodology is performed on three different guidelines

from the diabetes domain [100–102]. Guideline one is developed by American Diabetes Associ-

ation (ADA), Guideline two by National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), and

guideline three by the Scottish Intercollegiate Guideline Network (SIGN). The aim is to check the

effectiveness of the methodology on the diverse nature of the clinical text. The experimental setup

and results achieved are shown in Table 7.14.

Table 7.14: End-to-end methodology results

Process Guideline1 [100] Guideline2 [101] Guideline3 [102] Total

Sentences 367 1805 279 2451
Extracted Triples 1731 1142 10226 13099
Unique Triples 1602 948 8872 11422
Medical Triples 541 320 7765 3215
Extracted Rules 29 7 13 49

The evaluation of the extracted knowledge (Production rules) is performed on a de-identified

real patient dataset from one of our collaborative hospital 2. The dataset consists of total 302 pa-

tient instances with four possible labels (Non Diabetes Mellitus, Recheck, Pre-Diabetes Mellitus,

and Diabetes Mellitus) and 12 features, including current and previous values of FPG, HbA1c,

OGTT, PPG, Sign and Symptoms, and RPG values. The classes of the instances are distributed

with 63:49:60:130 ratios.

The classification results achieved by the extracted knowledge compared to expert decision as

ground truth is shown in Figure 7.13. As we can see, the extracted rules achieved overall accuracy

of 71.79% compared to expert decisions. However the analysis of the result revealed that 16.83%

time expert provide final decision as “Recheck” while there is no rule in the guidelines related to
2https://www.cmcseoul.or.kr/en.common.main.main.sp
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DM Recheck Prediabetes No Diabetes Overall
Extracted Rule Decision 35.15% 0% 16.50% 17.33% 71.79%
Expert Decision 42.08% 16.83% 19.80% 21.29% 100%
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Figure 7.13: End-to-end methodology evaluation.

this class. All three guidelines assign one the three possible classes. Thus we can conclude that

our methodology performed reasonably well and it can be further improved by multiple active

learning iterations.



Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Direction

8.1 Conclusion

The drastic increase in healthcare data availability, advancement of artificial intelligence, and com-

puting technologies can make AI-integrated healthcare systems possible. The intelligence of the

AI systems mainly relies on the training data, while the majority of the data in the healthcare

domain are stored in unstructured format due to the ease of use of the data. The unstructured

format of the data makes it difficult for an automatic system to process, understand, and extract

decision-making logic out of the data. This necessitates an end-to-end methodology of knowledge

extraction from unstructured clinical data. Existing natural language processing solutions mainly

focused on a single aspect such as text classification, entity extraction, or relation extraction of the

knowledge acquisition process flow. Therefore, this dissertation proposed an end-to-end method-

ology for extracting machine-readable and transparent knowledge from unstructured clinical data.

The methodology process the input documents in three sequential steps. First, the document text

is classified into two main categories, recommendation and non-recommendation sentences, based

on the importance of content presented by each sentence. The recommendation sentences are fur-

ther processed for clinical entity and their relation extraction. Second, the clinical concepts with

a cause-effect relationship are extracted. Finally, the causal concepts are processed for knowledge

acquisition in the production rule format.

Clinical text classification is one of the widely explored research areas. However, there ex-

ists a huge gap between research work and real field applications. Clinical text classification

researchers are mainly inclined towards advanced AI methods such as deep learning while real

field applications still preferred pattern bases approaches due to their ease of use and decision

transparency [32]. In this dissertation, we enhanced the pattern-based approaches by incorpo-

94
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rating artificial intelligence and machine assistance in the manual as well as automatic pattern

extractions process. Also, we mitigate the lack of generalization issue of the extracted patterns

by presenting POS and UMLS-based patterns. The resultant patterns increased the classification

performance compared to traditional as well as advanced machine learning-based approaches.

The recommendation tagged sentences from the text classification step are further processed

for clinical concepts and their relation extraction. Clinicians are mainly interested to find the

causes and effects of various clinical procedures, therefore, this dissertation explored the cause-

effect relationship of the concepts. We proposed a novel methodology by leveraging the appli-

cations of transfer learning and active learning methodologies. The recommendation sentences

are evaluated for clinical concepts and transformed into triples of the form < Noun phrase, Verb

Phrase, Noun Phrase > where the noun phrase indicates the clinical terms and the verb phrase

represents the causal trigger. The extracted triple phrases are transformed into embedding vec-

tors using a set of pre-trained BERT models. The generated embedding is matched with causal

triple embeddings to find the similarity of the triple with causal triples using the multi-model

approach. A candidate triples having maximum similarity higher than the threshold value are clas-

sified as causal triples. By incorporating active learning methodology, the casual classified triples

are verified by a human expert and feedback to the causal triple embeddings to enhance the model

accuracy for the subsequent runs.

We further processed the causal triples for rules generation. A causal triple can either repre-

sents < cause, trigger, effect> or < effect, trigger, cause>. We mapped the causal concept of the

triple to the condition part while the effect concept to the conclusion part of the production rule.

However, the condition part of the production rule contains the condition key, operation, and its

value. Therefore, we evaluated the source senescent of the causal triple for possible operator and

value extraction. Triple rules with the same source sentence are combined into a single rule to get

more comprehensive knowledge.

The presented research is designed to extract valuable knowledge from unstructured clini-

cal resources. It assists clinical experts in coping with the surfeit of unstructured clinical text

[103, 104]. The acquired knowledge can directly be used in clinical decision support systems for

better clinical decisions and healthcare quality improvement [10, 104]. It can also be utilized by
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human experts to increase their intuitions and decision-making capabilities. Additionally, individ-

ual solutions of the methodology can be used as a subpart of other applications, such as patient

health summary generation from associated unstructured documents.

8.2 Future Direction

In future, the presented clinical knowledge extraction pipeline can be further enhance by replacing

individual modules with other state-of-the-art methods. Such as the classification model can be

extended to multi-class classification. Similarly, the causality mining module can be enhanced by

applying other algorithms such as GPT. Also, other relationships such as “improves”, “reveals“,

etc can be include which will increase the scope and coverage of the the resultant knowledge. Ad-

ditionally, the proposed methodology produces production rules as final knowledge which is easy

to use and is understandable to both machines as well as human beings. However, the acquired

knowledge can be represented in more feature-rich models such as knowledge graphs so that we

can better preserve the semantics of concepts and their relationships. The knowledge graph will

make us able to automatically enlarge and enhance the underlying knowledge through knowledge

graph completion methodologies.
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List of Acronyms

Acronyms

In alphabetical order:

AI Artificial Intelligence

CA Condition Action

CC Condition Consequances

CDSS Clinical Decision Support System

CPG Clinical Practice Guideline

CTTM Casual Triple Trained Model

EHR Electronic Health Record

KE Knowledge Engineer

ML Machine Learning

NBC Naive based Classifier

NER Named Entity Recognition

NGT Nominal Group Technique

NLP Natural Lanauge Processing

NC No Condition
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NP Noun Phrase

NRS Non Recommendation Sentence

POS Part of Speech

REDEx Regular Expression Discovery Extractor

RS Recommendation Sentence

SVM Support Vector Machine

UMLS Unified Medical Language System
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